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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Ten Pages

International
Luncheon To Be
Held At MSU
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THAILAND
Food with an international
flavor prepared by students
Ouong
from many countries around.
Ncia,
the globe will be the fare at an
International Luncheon at
Murray State University,
Sunday, Feb.11.
To begin at 12:30 p.m. in the
Thoroughbred Room of the
CAMBODIA
Waterfield Student Union
Building, the luncheon is being
planned by the International
POWS
Students Association, a campus
TO Si
organization representing 120
FREED
international students from 37
different countries.
Walter Bumphus, adviser to
international and minority
students, said the food served
will be prepared by the in-'
terruitional students and will be
representative of their countries.
Proceeds from the luncheon
will be used for an international
student loan fund. Tickets airs
priced at $2 each for adults aid
South (,'no Seo
$1 each for children under 12
and may be purchased from
international students or at the
door.
Bumphus emphasized that
"everyone throughout the area
is invited to attend the luncheon
WHERE SOME POWS T() BE FREED—Map locates An Loc
and to meet students on the
area, 60 miles north of Saigon. where U.S. officials said that first
campus from other countries.
group of t'..S. POWS held in jungles along the South Vietnam( ambodia border area are to be freed.
( AP Wirephoto

SOUTH
VIETNAM

MARDI GRAS—The Murray High French and Spanish Clubs will sponsor a Mardi Gras Festival on
February 17. Patti Irby, front row center, shows a poster advertising the first annual event Other
Spanish Club members are, front row, left to right, Sberee Brandon, Patti, Pam Bowden, Renee
Taylor. Standing, Marsha Robertson, Chris Parker, Robert Underwood, and Jim Fenton
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The L & N Magazine had the
following poem which may be of
Interest.
"I dreamt death came the other
night,
And Heaven's gate swung
wide...
An angel with a halo bright
Escorted me Inside
"And there, to my astoniahment.
Stood folks I'd judged and
labeled
As "quite unfit", "of little
worth" -Or -spiritually disabled"

Delta Department
To Hold Open Meet
The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting tonight
(Tuesday) at 7:30 at the club
house.
Special guest presenting the
program will be Mrs. Norma
Johnson, volunteer consultant
from the Department of
Economic Security, Frankfort.
Mrs. R.Y. Northern is in charge
of the program on "Kentucky
Public Welfare Today."
Hostesses for the meeting wilT
be Mrs. Wells Purdom, Sr.,
Mies Ruth Lassiter, Mrs. Alice
Koenecke, Mrs. Stanford
Hendrickson, Mrs John Fortin,
and Mrs Dwight Crisp

"Indignant words rose to my

CAMP 592
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will hold its regular
meeting at the Woodmen of the
World Hall on Thursday,
February 8, at 6 30 p.m. The
business session will be held
followed by refreshments.
•••••••••••,..••••••••••••

The Weather
Mostly cloudy and cooler
with
Wednesday
through
chance of rain Wednesday
afternoon or evening. Low
tonight in the mid to upper 30s,
high Wednesday in the low 40s.
Thursday decreasing cloudiness
and cooler.

ife

Speaker For Kappas

County Judge Robert 0
But never were set free,
For every face showed stunned Mlller, will be the speaker at the
Valentine Sweetheart potluck
surprise—
NOT ONE EXPECTED MEY' dinner to be held tonight
Tuesday) at 6:30 by the Kappa
The Kentucky Education Department of the Murray
Association just released some Woman's Club at the club
ex- house.
concerning
figures
Mrs. Darold Keller will be in
penditures per pupil in the two
of the inspirational part
charge
local systems, average salary
of school teachers and per of the program. Mrs. Glen
income, Grogan, chairman, and Mrs.
capita
personal
comparing the 1966-67 year and Sid Easley, vice-chairman,
urge all members and their
the 1970-71 year.
husbands or guests to attend the
dinner
meeting.
There are 190 public school
Hostesses will be Mrs. Prue
districts in the state and the
ranking of each school district Kelly, Mrs. Robert Burke, Mrs.
according to per centage in' Harold Hurt, Mrs. Charles
Homra, Mrs. Charles Hoke, and
crease is shown.
Mrs. Howard Giles.
(Continued on Page Ten)
RECITAL CANCELED
A recital by the Faculty Wind
Ensemble at Murray State
University scheduled for 8:30
p.m. Wednesday, Feb. 21, in the
Recital Hall Annex of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center has
been canceled.

358

Judge Miller To Be

Kentucky's Extended Weather
Outlook for Thursday through
Saturday
. Partly cloudy and cold Thursday through Saturday, with a
thance of rain or snow on Saturday. Highs in the mid to upt.
per 30s, lows in the mid to upper 205.

Dames Club Plans
Meeting Tonight
The Murray State University
Dames Club will meet tonight
) Tuesday) at seven p.m. in
Rooms three and four of the
Sudent Union Building.
This is a chapter of the
National
of
Association
University Dames and is
considered "special" since the
club is for married students and
students' wives only.
Activities include special
programs, bridge, exercise
group, bicycle groups, and
special gatherings with the
husbands.
All married students and
wives of sutdents are invited to
attend the meetings, according
to Brenda Eimer, publicity
chairman. Persons needing a
ride or more information call
753-7278 or.753-7782.

Mardi Gras
To Be Held
Adam Lanning
By MHS Clubs Dr.
Campus Ministry
The Murray High School
French and Spanish Clubs will
sponsor a Mardi Gras Festival
on Saturday everung, February
17, at the school.
The festival will be held from
6.30 to 9.30 p.m , with entertainment beginning at 7 45.
In addition to the carnival,
where there will be prizes and
games for all ages, there will be
a sidewalk cafe with Spanish
and French foods, a spokesman
for the club said
be
will
Entertainment
provided by the students at the
school and surrounding area.
The public is invited, according
to Mrs. Ruth Howard. and Ken
Morris, sponsors of the French
and Spanish clubs

Two Local
Students In
Campus Lights
Two Murray students have
been selected as members of
the 38-piece band and another
for the 17-member cast for the
annual "Campus Lights"
musical production at Murray
State University Feb. 15-16-17.
They are: Mike Ryan, senior,
and Butch Gardner, freshman,
band members; and Donald
Maley, graduate student, cast
member.
Ryan, son of Mr. and Mrs C.
B. Ryan, is a percussion major,
and Gardner, son of John
Gardner, is a music major.
Maley, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rosby R. Maley, is a music
education major.
A 36-year-old tradition at
Murray State, -Campus
Lights" is written, performed
and directed by students to.
raise money for music
scholarships. It is sponsored
each year by two professional
ftaternities --Sigma
music
Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia.
More than 180 students are
involved in the production this
year, including 17 in the cast, 35
in the singing chorus, 38 in the
band, 12 in the dancing chorus,
six writers, the Murray Men
quartet and a production staff
of about 80.
Rehearsals are underway
under the direction of Larry
Stinson, a senior from
Madisonville, who described the
show as "a Broadway-type
musical comedy with a serious
twist. to it."

NEWCOMERS CLUB
The
Wagon
Welcome
Newcomers Club will meet
Thursday. February 8, at 7:30
p.m. in the basement of the
First Christian Church, North,
5th Street. "Fun' and Games"
will be the theme of the
program. All members are
urged to attend, a club
spokesman said.

PETS
Three puppies, six weeks old,
part border collie and shepherd,
are free to persons for pets. For
information call 753-7456 after
six p.m.
-

Luncheon Speaker

Many Benefits Waiting
For Returning Prisoners

"Science and Other Sources
of Truth" will be 1)r Adam
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Some
Lanning's topic as he speaks at
the United Campus Ministry American servicemen returning
from war captivity in Southeast
luncheon on Wednesday.
Dr. Lanning is assistant Asia will find as much as $100,professor in the Department al 000 waiting for them in back
Sociology and Anthropoloin at pay and allowances
On top of that, they. are in
Murray State University He
earned his Ph. I). at the line to collect possibly thouTennessee sands of dollars more by claimof
University
following his undergraduate ing a special payment of $5 for
work at Vanderbilt University each day they spent in a POW
and Memphis State University. camp.
Each of the 562 U.S. military
As a pilot in the United States
Air Force, he flew combat men listed by the North Vietnamese as prisoners has money
missions in Korea and also
piling up in an account drawing
served as a flight instructor
10 per cent interest
His professional interest as a
The same is true for 55 men
sociologist is Marriage and the
who died in captivity and 1,327
Family. He is married and has
who still are missing. In the
five children
Dr. !arming's presentation on
case of the dead, Pentagon offi"Science and Other Sources of
AG COONCIL siEtr
Truth" is the second in a series
County
Calloway
The
at the United Campus Ministry
Agriculture Council will meet
dealing with the quest for the Tuesday, Feb. 13 at 6 30p.m at
"Unexplainable."
the Triangle Inn. Felix Perrin
Next week, Februain 14, Dr.
will speak on "Erosion Control
Wayne Sheeks will speak on
Problems."
"Cuasation and the Occult."
The luncheons are open to the
public. They are held each
Wednesday at 12:30 and ad- .
mission is only 75 cents. For
reservations call 763-3531.
01-4° - Sr'
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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

dais said, the money likely will
go to their estates. The accounts of the missing will continue to grow until the men are
located or there is a formal
finding of "presumptive
death," officials said.
Air Force records show that
79 men have accumulated beContinued on Page Teas .

Conservation Club
Plans First Meet
The Calloway County Conservation Club will hold its first
meeting of the year on Thursday, February 8, at seven
p.m., at the Calloway County
Court House.
An election of officers will be
held and plans for the year will
be discussed. All members are
asked to be present and all
interested persons are invited, a
club spokesman said

Calloway Men
Enlist,- Navy

First Release
Of POWs May
Be On Saturday
--SAIGON (AP) - The chairman of the international.ceasefire commission said today that
the first groups of American
prisoners of war to be freed in
both North and South Vietnam
Would be handed over about
Saturday.
Michel Gauvin of Canada, the
chairman of the International
Commission for Control and Supervision ) ICCS ), told newsmen
as he entered a meeting of the
cernmission. "I don't have any
specific time or date, but I
know it's around the 10th for
American prisoners "
After the meeting, he expanded on this and told newsmen "There are no definite
dates, but I understand American prisoners will probably be
released around the 100) of
February, some of them, not
all, from Hanoi"
Gauvm said he also understood that shortly after the first
group of Americans is released,
Vietnamese prisoners would be
freed or exchanged in South
Vietnam.
Gauvm mentioned two possible sites for the transfer of
prisoners held by the Viet Cons
in South Vietnam: the An Loc
area, 60 miles north of Saigon,
and Phu Hoe, also North of
Saigon.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Military

Twin Lakers Club
To Meet Wednesday

Command announced that 2,000
more American troops were
withdrawn from Vietnam during the past four days,• dropping U.S. strength to below 20,000 men for the first time since
December 1964.
Under terms of the cease-fire
agreement, all U.S troops are
to be out of Vietnam and all
prisoners released by March 28.
The Joint Military Commission -- made up of the United
States, North and South Vietnam and the Viet Cong —
asked the International Commission to have three of its
prisoner recovery teams ready
to move out on two hours' notice
"They're on short standby,"
an official said of the eight-man
teams. "They are ready to be
available within a few hours."
Each team includes two representatives of the nations in the
Canada, Incommission
donesia, Hungary and Poland.
The Pentagon said Monday
that it hoped some American
prisoners would be freed by the
middle of the week.
t( ontwued on Page Ten;

Work Operations
Resume Yesterday
At Mayfield Plant

Work resumed Monday
morning at the Mayfield
location of the General Tire &
The Twin !Akers Good Sam Rubber Company following a
Club will have a dinner meeting walkout that shut down
on Wednesday, February 7, ajp operations over the weekend.
Approximately 1,250 em6:30 p M. at Captain's Kitchen
Club members will be guests ployees who were affected by
of Parker's R. V. Sales, a newly the Thursday afternoon walkout
created division of Parker reported back to work but no
Glenn Card, further comment was made on
Ford, Inc
salesman with Parker Ford, the situation.
will represent the R. V Division
A spokesman for Local 655 of
at the dinner
the United Rubber Workers said
Following the dinner a that the union would not sancregular club business meeting tion the walkout. No other inwill be held to formulate plans formation concerning the
for the year's campout ac- walkout has been released.
tivities.
This is the third time that a
Any person owning a
recreational vehicle who would walkout has been staged at the
like to join the 'fain takers tire plant In April of last year,
Good Sam Club contact the a work stoppage lasted for four
chapter president, Harry T. days while in September
Bell, Route One, Murray, phone workers were out for almost two
days.
489-2365.
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Dennis M Denham of Murray
enlisted in a four year school
guarantee program, and sill
attend eight weeks of commissary school after completing recruit training at the
Great Lakes Naval Training
Center in Great Lakes, Illinois.
Gunter Burket and Danny L.
Darnell en/Lited in the 180 delay
program, with Darnell leaving
in March for active duty, and
Burket going into a six year
advanced electronic program in
June.
Toy 0. Williams and James
D Bogard enlisted in the 180
delay program, to go on active
duty in a four year school
guarantee program. Both men
will report to the Naval
Training Center in Great Lakes,
Illinois in March.

•- .'"IC,,•
)

Gail Russell Named
To Ole Miss Honor Roll
Katherine Gail Rus:,e11,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.P.
Russell, 1112 Elm, was named
to •the honor roll at the
University of Mississippi Miss
Russell achieved a mark of 3.8
,of a possible 4.0. She is a 1972
graduate of Murray High
School:

•
an arLEFF/STARTS AGAIN IN VIETNAMESE VR.LAGE—Vietnamese peasants return to work in their wardoni fields %bile
Tay Ninh
mored personne4 carrier sits idly in background before pulling back to its base. Three days of post cease-fire fighting near
hands
ended in a standoff with government troops in control of the road hut ith s ilia ges near the road still in Viet rung
IA!' Wirephrito.
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By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
In life, William S. Schwartz
was a shy man who chose his
few friends carefully and was
known mostly as a wholesaler
of plunibing fixtures in Burbank, Calif., a Los Angeles
suburb.
Asuccessful businessman,
A
Schwartz joined no civic clubs
or fraternal organizations.
Yet in death, at 69, he has
become almost a legend, a
man who channeled much of
his more than $2 nullion estate into a memorial fund that
helps to finance educational
and health research projects
in Southern California and
half a world away in Israel.
The fund already has established in Tel Aviv, Israel, a 10year, $200,000 research program Into the effectiveness
of chemotherapy in treating
mental illnesses.
An annual $20,000 grant creates the William S. Schwartz
Institute of Psychiatric Treatment. Another $1,000 has been
donated to the Histadrut
Scholarship in Israel to aid
Jewish youths in search of
further education.
Other gifts from the meniorial fund include $300,000
for a new research center at
Shaai-e Zedek Medical Center
in Jerusalem; a $10,000 education grant to aid young people through the Los Angeles
Jewish Federation Council's
vocation service, and $3,000
for medical education at
Cedars-.Sinai Medical Center
in Los Angeles.
Frederick Simmons, a Los
Angeles attorney and chief
executor and trustee of the
says
memorial
fund,
Schwartz specified in his will
that "I want to be remembered for what I contributed."
The attorney says Schwartz
was ins olved in none,of the
Jewish muse, which bea-fur--tune will help to support.
"There is no psychiatric institute in Israel," he points
out. "Mr. Schwartz wanted
the money to be used to fill
needs that otherwise would
not be met He wanted to perpetuate his name."
The will of course also provided for his widow, Mrs.
Evelyn Schwartz, who resides
in Burbank.
Schwartz' fortune was a
lifetime accumulation from
early investments in California reel estate.
+ -1-

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
.
is the Integrity of ifs Newspaper
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A Bigger Bite
If you've received a paycheck already this month,
you're probably ready to skin all those politicians
who promised there would be no additional taxes
this year. Well, hold off a while. The latest attack
result of
mounted on the old paycheck is the
congressional action in 1972 involving a hike in
Social Security taxes.
On Oct. 13, of last year, President Nixori-sigh-ecrA
new Social Security law which increased benefits for
those on the retirement rolls. And along with the
good had to come the bad...tax increases. The new
law allows the first $10,800 of one's income to be
taxed at a rate of 5.85 per cent, where the old
deduction was 5.2 per cent on the first $9,000. The
ceiling on one person's payments to the social
cause is now $.631.80. The old high that a person could
pay in Social Security taxes was, in 1972, $.468.
Although the increase is making many paychecks
moan with pain, the recipients of Social Security are
living a little bit easier these days. Before the new
law went into effect on Jab. 1, widows could receive
2 per cent of the amount their husbands
/
only 82-1
were receiving at death.. now they can get the full
100 per cent.
The new regulations also allow persons to earn up
to $2,100 per year without losing their pensions. The
old maximum was only $1.680. A note was also
struck for "men's lib." Under the new rules, men
receive the same benefits as women. Under the old
plan, women received $10 per month more than men
with identical work records. So, as it turns out, the
increase in deductions from the ole paycheck has
contributed to a new cause.. the aged.
It is true that Social Security taxes hurt the lowsalaried more than even income taxes do.(-Social
Security taxes hit the gross salary, while income
taxes allow for deductions.) But we think they are
necessary. We owe a lot to the aged citizens of this
country and an increases in taxes of .65 per cent of
one's income is not worth complaining about where
they are concerned.—Columbus (Ga ) Ledger.

•
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CAPITAL IDEAS

Europe may win
new attention
By RAY Mel-RA;H
Chief, Washington Bureau
Copley News Service

WASHINGIION - The end
of the fighting in Vietnam will
inevitably be followed by a
shift of American foreign
policy emphasis to other parts
_of the world.
The bloodied mountains and
jungles of Southeast Asia will
never be forgotten for the lessons they unposed on Amencan military and political
leaders, but other regions,
other problems are carping
for the attention of Washington.
President Nixon has already declared. 1973 "The
Year of Europe' and once the
details of the Vietnam settlement are arranged, the White
LIDO=•TIMIS PILL
House is expected to announce a Nixon visit to WestDeaths reported are Jerry Simmons, age 85, Mrs.
ern European capitals. A trip
Mary Kilgore, age 76, Mrs. Paris J. Ezell, age 94,
to Tokyo also is possible later
in 1973 and Soviet Chairman
Miller Robertson.age 60, and Mrs. Lula Tucker, age
Leorud Brezhney is expected
80.
to come to Washington
The Murray Rescue Squad was called near
sometime this fall.
midnight last night when a tobacco barn owned by
AtlanUcists, long troubledby the preoccupation with the
E. E. Williams burned just west of the Calloway
Vietnam War, are anxious to
County High School access road.
the President and Dr.
involve
Births reported are a boy, Louis Bryan. to Mr. and
Henry Kissinger directly in
Mrs. Pat Murdock of Kirksey on February 1, and a
the unprecedented round of
girl, Claudia Joan, to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Billington of
negotiations now under way.
Europe is the scene of no
Murray on January 29.
less than four major conferences -- Phase 2, of the
John Koertner will hold his senior art exhibit in the
Strategic Arms Limitation
Murray State College gallery February 17 to March
Talks SALTI, preliminaries
of the European Security Conference and the Balanced Mutual Force-Reduction Conference and on-going sessions at
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
Brussels on the expansion of
European Economic Comthe
physician
known
well
McDevitt,
Dr. Coleman J.
munity, or Common Market.
and surgeon of Murray, died yesterday at the home
Others are equally anxious
of his brother-in-law, Pat Kirwin of Louisville.
for the President to spearhead
a new peace initiative in the
Pictured are Ilafford Parker and his three sons,
Middle East. Israel is obviJames. Joe, and John, standing in front of their new
ously concerned that Washmodern garage building on Main Street. They are
ington may insist soon on an
observing their 25th anniversary in business here.
interim agreement that would
reopen the Suez Canal, withFidelia Austin of Murray High School and Jimmy
draw Israeli troops from
Foster of Hazel High_ School placed_ first and second
many occupied areas but still
in the Soil Conservation Essay contest.
deny the Jews their longJames L. Johnson, County Tax Commissioner,
sought direct negotiations
today reminded taxpayers that all property
with Egypt and other Arab
states.
assessments must be made before March 1.
Oil-rich Arab nations, conscious of the political impact
of America's growing energy
shortage bit also worried
about rising radicalism at
Rut seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
home, are increasing presrighteousness; and all these things shall be added
sure for a U.S. initiative.
King Hussein of Jordan and
unto you.—Matthew 6:33.
Golda Meir of Israel
Premier
and
God
puts
A happy successful life is one that
are expected in Washington
•
His will in first place.
within the next six weeks. Envoys from other Middle East
states have reportedly held
high-level talks at the State
Department in recent days.
by (an l Itiblet Jr.
There is pressure, too, for a
new relationship with Japan
All men aren't so dumb as women think and all
which has developed into the
women aren't so housebound as men would suppose.
world's third largest industriThere are many husbands who stay drunk, many
al power and the No. 1 U.S.
wive;s who play bridge all day long and you can see
overseas trading partner, but
which still plays a relatively
the two ideas made .undebatable in the growing
number of the members of both sexes who are f-v.minor diplomatic and military role in the Pacific.
nor homebodies, but bachelors.
neither
_ dumb
If the political equilibrium
"Bachelor's fare—bread and
of Asia is to be maintained,
• cheese and kisses."
experts point out, Japan must
become increasingly in—.-Jonathan Swift

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Aga Today

volved
President Nixon, they argue, has taken a calculated
risk in Vietnam, gambling
that Russia and Red China
will find it in their interests
not to upset the cease-fire at least in the short term. But
if -peaceful coexistence" between competing political
systems and competing national forces is to be achieved
in Asia, the cooperation of
both the Communist giants,
plus Japan, Indonesia, India
and Pakistan is essential.
In assessing the post-Vietna in outlook in Asia,a special
Freedom House study concluded
-The Asia-Pacific region
shares one basic issue with
the Europe-Atlantic region:
the major societies of the area
must either find the means of
act ornmodation, or risk increasing dangers of confron•.
tation "
The scholars noted that
American ties with Europe
run deep, while many continue to view Asia as remote
and only of marginal interest
Isolationism, they fear, might
first be felt in the Pacific.
President Nixon touched on
similar concerns in his Inaugural Address.
"Let us resolve that this era
we are about to enter will not
be what other postwar periods
have been a time of retreat
and isolation that leads to
stagnation at home and invites new danger abroad "
But the President also made
it plain in the same address
-thaT- WasliIngton now concedes that its power has lumtauons, that it can no longer
act unilaterally everywhere
as a world policeman.
•'We shall do our share in
defending peace and freedom
in the world," he said. "But
we shall expect others to do

their share.
"The time has passed when
America will make ever)
other nation's conflict our
own, or make every other nation's future our responsibility, or to presume to tell the
people of other nations how to
manage _their own affairs
"Just as we respect the
right-of each nation to deter-.
mine its own future, we also
recognize the responsibility of
each nation to secure its own
future."
This has already been
&allied a "no more Vietnams" policy
The passage drew the biggest applause of any section of
the President's speech
In more than one government it must have stirred
tremors of fear. The prospect
that Uncle Sam is retrenching, is lowering his profile
could cause new unrest, internal tensions in many countries.
In others like Greece,
Spain, Portugal, South Africa,
and South Korea which have
maintained strong official
friendships in Washington despite persistent liberal criticism from Capitol Hill against
their governments, there is
probably a sigh of relief. The
President has made it clear
that his administration will
not pressure them for internal
political change.
In the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, the round of
conferences with the Soviet
Union and its East European
c-atellifes takes on new meaning. A reduction of American
garrisons on the continent appears inevitable. If agreement is not reached with the
Communist block, West Europe's leaders will be face to
face with hard decisions about
their own lagging national defense forces.

1.4

Bible Thought for Today
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Isn't It The Truth!

A portable raw sewage disposal system that can make
sewer water suitable for irrigation or reclamation, developed first for the U.S.
Army, soon may be used
aboard ships and pleasure
boats, in national parks, marinas, in community developments and for dozens of corninercial applications.
Designed by the Cubic Corp.
of San Diego, Calif., it uses
natural biological materials
instead of chemicals to convert waste into clean water.
The first unit already has
been shipped to the Army at
Ft. Betvoir, Va., south of
Washington, D.C. It was developed under a joint Cubicgovernment-funded project.
Operated on a test basis for
nearly' a year at C1ibic's Defense Systems Division, the
waste treatment system uses
bacterial and filtration techniques to treat waste, instead
of chlorine or other chemicals
often harmful to the environment.
turns the atmoThe
sphere into a gas that disinfects and oxidizes raw
sewage.
The stem holds promise
of helping to solve the waste
pollution problem, according
to Walter Zable, Cubic president, because it requires no
dumping of toxic chemicals
commonly. used in standard
waste treatment systems.
The U.S. Interior Department, state governments and
municipalities have expressed interest in acquiring
the system, soon to be offered
on the corrunernal market.

Titles, Crowns Bestowed
On Puryear Contestants
were
crowns
Titles or
bestowed on 12 of the 79 young
hopefuls vying Friday night in
the annual Puryear Beauty
the
by
Revue sponsored
Puryear PTA at the school.The event offered competiton
in three separate categoriesJunior Royalty, Junior Miss and
Miss Puryear. Leon Ridgeway
was master of ceremonies.
Selected as king and queen of
Junior Royalty were Paul
McCarnpbell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sammie McCampbell, and
Kimberly Ann Underwood,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Underwood
First page was Teddy Lee
Gore, son of Mr and Mrs. Mack
Gore; second page was Kevin
Jay Keith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Keith.
Named as first maid was Tina
Marie Taylor, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Jame Brown, and
second maid, Vickie Lee Jones,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
W. Jones.
The "Junior Miss" title was
captured by Angela Atchison,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel C.
Atchison. Chosen first maid was
Jennifer McCoy, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Watkins,
and second maid, Cindy Gore,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Gore.
Winning the title of "Miss
Puryear" was Cynthia Hart,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
Hart. Beverly Gal Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas E. Paschall, was her
first maid. Donna Atchison,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe C.
Atch:eon, was second maid.
Judges for the revue were
Mrs. Ed Marshall, Mrs. Dan
Nelson and Mrs. Don Riggins

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
execunve Via 10111110ENT

Southern States Industrial Council

MINING AND RECLAMATION
NASHVILLE,Tenn.-On Jan. 5, television news programs gave
extensive coverage to the temporary closing of Interstate 70 in
Eastern Ohio when two mammoth shovels, used in surface
mining, were moved across the freeway The TV news stories
became not to subtle editorials against "strip mining " Viewers
were left with the idea that the coal-rich lands would be turned
into a wasteland_ The coverage didn't make clear that the lands to
be worked by the pant machines would be reclaimed under new
reclamation provisions, even though the area was licensed for
surface mining under the old and less restrictive law.
This inadequate coverage of a "strip mining" story is typical
In the last few years, the campaign against surface mining has
assumed the character of a crusade The realistic, factual approach to surface mining hasn't attracted many commentators
Congress, in the last session, became caught up in the emotional
approach, arid the House of Representatives passed a very bad
anhaurface mining bill.

The bill died in the waning days 01 the session_ But Senate
Malortty Leader Mike Mansfield and gen:roe Mecalf of Montana
are pushing hard for Senate action early in the new session. The
two senators recently called on the U.S. Department of the Interior to institute a moratorium on leasing of federal land for strip
mining until a federal law is passed. Surface-mined coal is
essential to the nation. Indeed, today, strip mining is the principal
method of extracting coal. Among other advantages, this method
is free of the hazards to life involved in underground mining
Critics of surface mining object to the process on esthetic
grounds. They charge that the surface mining operations destroy'
the landscape and rum it for other uses in the future This may
have been the case a generation ago. but it Isn't true today
Enormous achievements have been made in land reclamation
For example, David Stevens, a reporter for the Courier-Journal
and Times, recently described reclamation of 11,000 acres in
Canton, Ill., suppoeedly "killed by the coal strip mine operators'
shovels." He pointed out that 50 feet of rock had been churned up
The coal had been removed for power plants, and then the land
had been graded back to form rocky little hills.
"Today," Mr Stevens wrote, "that same land is growing
crops...A desert is made green again." Under what is known as
the Prairie Plan, treated sewage from Chicago is being sprayed
on the mined land. "In effect," said Mr. Stevens, "it is instant
topsoil, just what the doctor ordered for Fulton County's stripped
lands "
This is only one technique. In West Virginia and elsewhere,
surface mined lands are proving to be both attractice and
productive as a result of new reclamation technology.
Many congressmen ignore this reality. They buy the scaretalk
of the opponents of surface mining. Thus the House of
Representatives last year approved a bill that would have banned
mining on slopes.a.s.20 degrees. Had this ban gone into effect,
it would have halted production of about 155 million tons of coal at
one st strike-about 25 per cent of the country's total coal
production in 1971. As most of the surface mined coal is used for
the generation of electricity, utilities would have faced a nuijor
fuel crisis. Indeed such a ban would threaten blackouts of
American homes and shutdowns of industries.
Coal producers aren't against mining regulations per se. But
they regard a blanket prohibition on mining as an emotionallyconceived blow at an essential phase of mining. Experience with
reclamation shows that areas can be mined and then returned to
valuable non-mining uses. It is to be hoped that the 93rd Congress
will understand both the advances in reclamation and the
economic necessity for surface mining.
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NOVVTHAT'S KARATE--Second-degree Black Belt karate
instructor Ronnie Cox takes a kick at a telephone pole in Dallas,
Tex.. and the illusion is misleading. The-pole had been broken
earlier when hit by a car.
(AP Wirephotoi

cently.
The ton-miles figure represented a 5.5 per cent increase
over 1971.
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U.S. freight traffic
sets record in '12
Freight traffic on U.S. railroads in 1972 totaled an estimated 781 billion ton-miles,
topping the previous all-time
high for a single year set in
1969, the Association of American Railroads reported re-
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Miss Vicky Morris
Complimented With
Gift Tea Recently

Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
for Home Economies
As you practice living at
your best each day, you will be
moving toward a richer and
fuller life. Some questions you
can ask yourself to check on
how you are progressing are:
Do I have as many friends as I
should? Do I get along with
most people? Do I have
relatively few flashes of anger
in a day? Am I free from strong
prejudices against any minority
group? Do I have a strong
religious faith? Am I glad to be
alive? If you answer is "yes"
you are already moving along
with some of the strengths so
vital for the retirement years.—
Sue Fraser, Bardwea, Ky. 42023
Phone : 628-5447.

singer, Benton, Ky.42025
Phone. 527-6601

PI,ANNIrG A KITCHEN—
Consider yuur life style: how
you cook, serve, dine, entertain; how you buy groceries
and storeitems, how much
energy you want to use in
keeping a clean and orderly
kitchen.
Many food items are now
bought in boxes and packages.
Storages for small packages
require different storage
facilities to canned items. With
family members eating different times, and dining area, in
the kitchen if only for two, will
save time and energy. If family
and friends enjoy sitting around
the kitchen table, plan space for
a table-the L -shape kitchen,
allows for more space. The
Mrs. Barletta Wrather, center, Murray, home management extension agent for the Purchase area,
Pants are at the bottom of trend for dark cabinets require
everything for fall and winter all color and decor to be light if attended a workshop at Lexington on "First Aid For Homes." Others, left to right, are Mrs. Florence
l
agent for the Lincoln
Parker, state home management specialist, Guynd Lyons, home rilagement
and they have a whole new look. a bright sunny kitchen is your
h I as t- Area, and Jane Slack,
Amonett, Trail Area, Scarlet* Davis, home management agent for the Mam
The new pants have a wide leg, desire. -Juanita
home management agent for the Green River Area.
pleated waist, fly front and Courthouse, Paducah, Ky 42001
maybe,cuffs Wear them with a Phone 442-2718
colorful shirt, and shrink and a
tie. Call them gangster pants or
COOKING UTENSILS—
20's pants but make yourself a
Roper, Cour- Many notions and rumors have
pa i r -- Dean
thouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 circulated over the years to the
Tuesday, February 6
effect that cooking in certain
A leaky faucet— a broken that has a built-in browning
Phone 247-2334.
metals is injurious to health.
Murray Assembly No. 19 chair—a frayed electric cord— element and visited a Lexington
The Food and Drug Ad- Order of the Rainbow for Girls s stained chair cushion: mod stockbroker to learn how the
You can brighten up a child's ministration does not favor any
will meet at the Masonic Hall at women, with a little know-how, stock market operates.
room in a hurry by using a band particular type of cooking
This workshop was held
can handle these and many
seven p.m
of patterned wallpaper around utensil, nor does it know of any
other household "fix-tt" chores, mainly for county Extension
the room at the ceiling. Color commonly used material such
Murray TOPS Club will meet according to Barletta Wrather, agents in home economics who
and design to coordinate with as aluminum, copper, glass,
at the Calloway Health Center Calloway county Extension are responsible for Extension
the room and the child's steel or tin which is unsuitable
home management programs in
agent for home economics.
at 6 30 pin
presonality are a must.— for the types of food utensils in
Mrs. Wrather will be helping each area of the state, although
Mildred W. Potts, LaCenter, which they are generally
The Kappa Department of the Calloway County women— and several Extension specialists
Ky 42056 Phone .66-5671.
used.—Maxine Griffin, Federal Murray Woman's Club will others in the Purchase Ares— from Kentucky State University
Building, Clinton, Ky 42031 have its Valentine Sweetheart gain this know-how in the and University of Kentucky
Dressmaker's tracing paper Phone • 6532231.
through students and teachers also
months
potluck dinner at the club house coming
and tracing wheel are wonClub lessons and attended. Mrs. Florence
6.30
at
p.m
with
County
Judge
homemakers
derful tools to transfer
Parker, UK Extension home
Robert 0. Miller as speaker. sessions with other interested
markings to tuiderlinings and
Hostesses will be Mesdames groups and individuals She just management specialist, WWI in
some fabrics. To get a better
home charge of this program. a
Prue Kelly, Robert Burke, returned from
impression from the carbon and
Workshops such as this are
management workshop in
Harold
Hurt,
Charles
Hamra,
to protect suface, slip a piece of
Charles Hoke, and Howard Lexington, where the emphasis planned to give Extension horns
heavy cardboard under the
was on "first aid for homes." economists information that
fabric before starting to use the
will be of helpto women in their
wheel. If the wheel cuts your
The Women's Auxiliary No
information which home counties and areas. AS
"Fix-it"
the
of
The
Department
Delta
carbon paper, try placing a
1465 of the Murray Moose Lodge Murray Woman's Club will Mrs. Wrather brought back UK Extension's representative
medium weight plastic bag over
held its regular chapter meet at the club house at 7 30 from the workshop includes: in home management in the
the paper before using the
meeting on Thursday evening, p.m. with Mrs. BY. Morthen as repairs that women can do Purchase Area, Mrs. Wrather
wheel.—Catherine C. ThompFebruary 1 A round table guest speaker Hostesses will be around the house, such as works with other Extension
son, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
discussion was held.
Mesdames Wells Purdorn2_Sr2,_ replacing tiles, patching agents In the area in setting up
236-2331.
Senior Regent, Dorothy Alice Koenecke, Stanford screens, and filling cracks; home management programs,
Phillips, reminded the women Hendrickson, John Fortin, furniture repair and cleaning; as well as helping women in
LOW HEAT—Sugar and some
to send in their donation to the Dwight Crisp, and Miss Ruth simple plumbing repairs such ('alloway County. Her special
vitamins including vitamin C)
Mothers March of Dimes fund. Lassiter
and minerals, dissolve in water.
as stopping faucet leaks and training is supplemented by
A discussion was held on the
unstopping pipes, and simple research information and
So-cook at low temperatures
Chapter Rally Day to be held at
in as little water as possible.
The Esther Sunday School electrical repairs She also publications from UK and by
the Murray Lodge on Sunday, Class of the Memorial Baptist learned which repairs the work with state Extension home
RV;liquid is needed if you use a
March 4, at 1:30 p.m. Other church will meet at the home of homemaker should not try, management specialists at the
tight fitting lid and when
cities included in the activities Mrs Adeline Wilson, 1007 Olive since they require professional Uruversity
cooking temperatures are not
Mrs. Wrather will be glad to
are Bowling Green, Henderson, Street, at seven p.m
too high-- Mrs Patricia Curtattention
work with any groups or inHopkinsville, Madisonville,
Also taught at the workshop dividuals in Calloway County on
Owensboro, Paducah, and
. Wednesday, February 7
buying and "first aid for home" or on any
Russellville
The Nature's Palette Garden was tnformauon on
All members were urged to Club will meet at the Com- using small electrical ap- other home management topic.
attend practice sessions for the munity Center at 1.30 p.m with pliances and on selecting She also offers help in other
Rally Day which will be held Mrs. E.C. Jones as hostess. lighting equipment. In addition, areas of home economics. Mrs
attending saw a Wrather can be contacted at the
each Monday at seven p.m
Mrs Cletus Robinson and Mrs. those
The door prize was won by Charlie Stubblefield will have demonstration of the new county Extension office, 209
counter-size microwave oven Maple ( ph. 733-1452
Joyce Mohon.
charge of the lessons
Dr C.S. Lowry spoke on the
The next scheduled chapter
"People's Republic of China" at
meeting will be held at the
The Cherry Corner Baptist
the luncheon meeting of the
Lodge on Thursday, February Women and the Baptist Young
Alpha Department of the
15 at eight p.m.
Women still have separate
Murray Woman's Club held on
meetings at the church at seven
Saturday, January 27, at the
p tit
club house.
The retired Murray State
The Flint Baptist Women and
Mrs. Delbert Newsome Needlework magazine were
University professor of social
the Baptist Young Women will
her lovely new home for given to each member
opened
sciences said the Republic of
have separate meetings at the
the regular January meeting of
Instead of recreation, the
China had been closed since
church at seven p.m.
Homewater time was spent in examining
Coldwater
the
1949 and no official information
at needles including a set of double
had been released concerning
The general meeting of the Homemakers Club held
The Home Department of the WMU of the First Baptist twelve-thlrty o'clock in the pointed ones for knitting socks
the country sinCe that time. He
and gloves The needles were
spoke on the medical care, Murray Woman's Club met at Church will be held at the afternoon.
The
and
from umbrella staves Also
filed
devotion
were
prayer
North
on
Guild
Art
culture, education, and ways of the Murray
church at 6:30 p.m. Special
by Mrs. Newel Doores.
displayed were some handmade
life of tbe country. He told of the 6th Street for the regular tables for prospective WMU
Mrs. Sarah Sanderson gavel wooden needles used by Mrs.
members will be at the
country's program of limiting January meeting.
the
math lesson on "Community' Mary Hendrick to knit sweaters
the
directed
Carman
Mrs. A.
fellowship supper at the church
the birth rate and the comBeautification" which was a for the Red Cross in World War
program presented at the at 5.45 p.m
batting of the use of drugs.
very challenging lesson on how
Dr Lowry was introduced by meeting. She showed the grouo
to keep the community
Modern needles ranged from
Mrs Rue Overbey, chairman of through the Guild showing
Bridge will be held by the
beautiful. One way she men- one to 15 in size with size one for
them the many paintings and
the program committee.
Women of the Oaks Country
tioned was for each member to lace and size 15 for bulky knit.
Mrs.
Dixon, other art objects on display at
Raymond
Club at 915 a.m. with Glenda
plant a tree or shrub of some The 15 can also be used instead
former
the
in
located
Guild,
the
department chairman, opened
Wilson 753-3110 as hostess.
sort along with some flowers
of the broomstick in making the
the meeting with a poem on Schroader home.
broomstick
their
popular
now
home
as
adeverybody
the
for
leader
program
The
"Prayer." Reports were given
a knit
made
one
mires
Each
afghan
a
have
pretty
will
scene
when
Citizens
Colson,
Starkie
Senior
Mrs.
by the various chairmen. A day was
driving along the highway.
cord, called the "Idiot's
donation was given toward the Jr., Mrs. Vernon Roberts gave ceramics at St. John's at nine
Crafts were displayed by the delight" or the -cord of many
purchase of the emergency tool, the devotion on "Prayer." a in
members.
Mrs. Dewey Bazzell
in
held
was
Silent prayer
"Jaws of Life."
Visitors present were Mrs.
showed a beautiful ceramic
The Toastmasters will meet
Hostesses for the meeting memory of Mrs. Nelle
and
a
shoe,
a
Christenberry
of
shape
the
in
vase
Carl
at
Restaurant
month.
last
Triangle
died
who
Neubauer
the
at
were Mrs. Leonard Vaughn,
burlap yardstick holder with daughter-in-law, Marian, Mrs
LaFollette, 6:45 a.m.
A.C.
Mrs.
Miss Frances Brown, Mrs. R.A.
crocheted
grapes
for Eddie Billington, and Mrs
chairman,
Johnston, and Dr. Helene department
decoration,
and
a
pillow
the
in Freelan Youngblood. Children
of
Circle
Blankenship
that
announced
The
She
presided.
Visher.
crewel embroidery. Mrs. attending were Mark and
sixteen Christmas baskets were South Pleasant Grove United
Homer Bazzell showed a purse Michelle Bazzell, Charles Rose,
sent te Jewel Manor home for Methodist Church Women will
Kelly
14.1,•.• Fou,
Trembly,
she made
since the last Shawn
meet at the home of Mrs
dellhquent girls.
Newsome Tracy, and Kelly
meeting.
It was announced that ffle Geneva Cooper at seven p m
Mrs. Noble Fuqua was in Adams.
Cleanup Week spomsored by
charge of the knitting lesson.
Mrs. Newsome was assisted
The Faxon Mothers Club will
the department was a success
Mrs. Ralph Bennett and Mrs by her mother, Mrs. Dewey
again this year. Mrs. LaFoUette meet at 1:30 p.m. at the school
Hugh Adams were knitting for Bazzell-,--izt serving refreshsaid the environmental conSpecifies/7y
the first time. Mrs Dan Bazzell ments.
were better this year
ditions
• SINUS CONGESTION
The next meeting will be held
The Murray Open Duplicate gave a demonstration on how to
than last year when the camSINUS HEADACHES
February 20 at 12:30 p.m. in the
paign was conducted, and she Bridge Club will meet at knit the garter stitch.
The housL.shoe pattern for home of Mrs. Dan Bazzell
‘. ALLERGIES
read letters of commendation Gleason Hall at seven p.m.
knitting was shown by Mrs Hill
from Mrs. Matt Sparkman,
Adams. Mrs. Earl Adams
Thursday, February 8
ittia of the
general presidjil
Wagon modeled a mohair cape she had
The
Welcome
of the
Is
Club,
Woman's
Areilobl• Only al Phorroetiid
If your family loves sweets
Commonwealth of Kentucky, Newcomers Club will meet in made from a complete kit which
TRY SINADRItedt TOOAY
hut you're trying to crack
Mayor Holmes Ellis, and many the basement of the First can be found in the new Lee
down, wean them with
Christian Church at 7:30 p.m. Ward catalogue. Mrs Billie
others.
wedges of fresh-fruit n-sea-„
DRUGS.
tie
made
Carroll modeled a cape
WALLIS
Mrs. Carl Lockhart gave a
son and nibbty good English
Camp 592 of the Woodman of In 1930 with the same pattern
report of the sewing contest.
walnuts. These natural
Refreshments were served by the World will meet at the WOW being in the September 1972
011AtITY -51 otiCI
mtmchies leave a clean, rea
for
p.m.
6:30
at
Building
Workbasket
Issue of the
Mrs. Albert Crider Mrs. O.C.
freshed taste in the mouth
Phone FL 3 1272
refreshand
Directions for an opera cape
and curb that craviag for
Wells, Mrs. Alfred Taylor, and business meeting
KENTUCKY
mutts!
ments
more sweets.
found In the August 1907 Home
Mrs. Bryan Tolley.

Mrs. Barletta Wrather Attends Workshop
On "First Aid For Homes- At Lexington

Women's Auxiliary
Of Moose Lodge
Has Regular Meet

Dr. C. S. Lowry
Speaker At Meet,
Alpha Department

Many Crafts Displayed By Members Of

Home Department
Has Regular Meet
At The Art Guild

Coldwater Homemakers Club At Meeting

It's not the thought
that counts, it's the gift
By Abigail Van Buron
DEAR ABBY I ve had a three-year romantic relationship with this guy who has got to be the cheapest man in
the world We get along just great until about two weeks
before Christmas. then he picks a fight with me over nothing and we break up and I don't hear from him until after
New Year's Then he calls up and says he'z sorry, and like
an idiot I start up with him again.
Things are wonderful between us until just before Valentine's Day, which just happens to be my birthday Then
he pulls the same trick and disappears again so he doesn't
have to give me anything for Valentine's Day or my birthday. As Feb 14 approaches, I can see the signs already. If
be pulls this again, should I tell him I'm wise to him and
HAD IT IN CORPUS CHRISTI
call it quits?
DEAR HAD IT: Why don't you let him bang around
wadi Washington's birthday! Than bury the hatchet and
sever the relationship.
DEAR ABBY: -My husband'a favorite sister made an
announcement yesterday. The man she's been going with
for the past year is going to "join" her in her home.
She is 53 and was widowed several years ago The man
who is "joining" her proposed marriage to her several
months ago, but she refused his offer because it would
deprive her of collecting a pension left to her by her former
husband_
1 cannot approve of this arrangement and I told my
husband that 1 do not wish to be in their company in the
future. He feels that since it is HIS sister, he has to accept
it, and he wishes to remain friendly with them.
NOT A PRUDE
What is your opinion?

Nugget Sense

Bridge Winners Are
Named, Oaks Club

DEAR NOT: If yotochoose to avoid your sister is law,
that's your privilege, but since she is your hisaband's favortte stater, you can expect to be left at home while HE sees
her. If you think you're punishing her by absenting yourself
from her company, think again. With your setf-rIghteoun
attitude, the chances are good that your husband, his sister,
and her gentleman friend will have a better time without
you.
DEARABBY: You frequently receive letters from longsuffering wives who complain because their husbands have
a habit of getting "lost" in bars on their way home fres
work.
Allow ma to suggest a solution which- Vali used with
considerable success by one such wife in Omaha.
As was his custom when detained at the bar, the husband of the case telephoned 1?ome The instant he heard his
wife on the receiver at the other end of the line, he began,
"Now, honey, before you say anything. I just want to . . ."
He stopped talking when he heard his wife's voice. She
was speaking in calm, modulated tones
When and if you decide to come home, you will
find your dinner in the oven. But I won't be there Don't
try, to find me And by the way, go to hell This is a
recording "
The husband rushed home in a panic The house was
dark The wife's car was missing from the garage
To his relief, the husband found his wife in bed. She
turned on a light and confirmed that the voice he had
heard was no recording, it was "live"
The missing car' She had parked it around the corner
on a side street "But next tune," she said, "it might not
be a joke."
So far, there's been no "next time "
ROBERT McMORR1S [OMAHA WORLD HERALD)

Winners for the regular
bridge session held by the
women of the Oaks Country
Club on Wednesday, January
31, were Doris Rose and Norma
Robertson who tied for first
place.
Lessons in duplicate bridge
were held in Jantiary by Norma
Duplicate bridge
Robertson
will be played each fourth
Wednesday only. Party bridge
each Wedwill be played
nesday including fourth Wednesday .
Glenda Wilson, phone 753for
3110, will be hostess
February 7
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LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK

°Orin*. can help you become the trim
Om person you want to be ()clones is
a tiny tablet and easily swallowed Con
tains no dangerous drugs No starving
No special ell•ff#se Get lid Of eiCtS1
tat and tel longer °drone. has been
used sucCesstully by thousands all over
the country Icif IR years ()dunes Plan

DHAR -ROBERT: Chalk one up for the lady in Omaha!
Prebienas? Too'l fed better if you get it off your died.
11Por a personal reply, weld to ABBY: Box No. 0715. L. A..
Calif. NSW Rearm staspet
please.

costs $3 25 and theists, economy sire
ugly tat or your
money will be ref unded by your druggist
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%Mutes Sold with this guarantee by
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Hate to write letters? Send $I to Abby. Box SillS. LAB
Angeles, Cal. won. for Abby's booklet,. "Bow to Write
Letters for All Occasions,"
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2 8, Less
Coats-Sweaters * Coats * Body Suits * Lingerie
: * (One Group Act III) Sportswear
: * Scarf Sets

SINUS
MISERIES

SINADRIN®

Miss Vicky Morris, brideelect of Jimmy Geurin, was
honored at a lovely gift tea
given at the home of Mrs.
Jinuity Morris, Puryear, Term.,
on Sunday, January 21.
The honoree wore a floor
length dress of yellow knit
fashioned with a v-neckline
accented with appliques of tiny
green flowers. Mrs.- Robert L.
Morris, Jr., mother of the brideelect, was attired in a floor
length navy skirt topped with a
white voile blouse. Her motherin-law to be, Mrs. Troy Geurin,
wore a royal blue crepe floor
length dress.
Greeting the guests and
presiding at the register was
Mrs. Jimmy Morris, sister-inlaw of the bride-elect.
The serving table was
arrayed with an antique beige
lace cloth over red. Red candles
and a bridal bouquet of spring
flowers were used as the
centerpiece.
Punch, cake, sweetheart
mints, finger sandwiches, and
cookies were served by Mrs.
James Blankenship and Mrs.
Harnp Brooks, both sisters of
the bride-elect, and Mrs. Robert
I. Morris III, sister-in-law of
the honoree.
After the guests were served,
Mrs. David Gallimore, sister of
the bride-elect, showed the
display of the many lovely gifts
which were received.

* Hose
—

* Long Dresses

* Scuffs

* Gloves

ONE GROUP —

DRESSES
10 & '15
Town and Country
Dress Shop
Values up to 544.00 $

1304 Chestnut

Dixieland Center

Phone 753-8365

•
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Bruins (Ho-Hum) In
Top Spot Once More
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Jacksonville, San Francisco,
The membership of college Oral Roberts, Kansas State and
basketball's Top Ten club re- New Mexico.
mained unchanged today from
The Top Twenty, with firstlast week but except for top- place votes in parentheses, searanked UCLA and No. 2 North son records and total points.
Carolina State there was con- Points tabulated on basis of 20siderable shuffling of positions. 18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
17-0736
Long Beach State, fourth last 1. UCLA 1351
16-0 670
week, moved into third place in 2. N.C. State 12
18-1 5Z3
The Associated Press' poll of 3. Long Beach St.
sports writers and sportscas- 4. Indiana
14-2 495
ters as Maryland lost twice and S. Minnesota
14-2 319
16-3 271
tumbled to ninth.
6. North Carolina
16-2 468
Indiana remained fourth. But 7. Marquette
Minnesota jwaped to fifth from 8. Missouri
15-2 266
14-3 254
ninth; North Carolina moved 9. Maryland
up from eighth to sixth; Mar- 10. Alabama
14-2 233
quette advanced from 10th to 11. Houston
15-2 197
14-2 186
seventh; Missouri fell from sev- 12. Providence
enth to eighth; and Alabama 13. SW Louisiana
15-1 152
fell from sixth to 10th.
15-2 124
14. St. John's, NY
16-3 76
UCLA again was an easy 15. Memphis St.
first choice. The Bruins, who 16. Jacksonville
16-3 61
beat arch-rival Southern Cali- 17. San Francisco
16-2 40
14-3 34
fornia in their only game to run 18. Kansas St.
16-3 32
their record to 17-0, gathered 35 19. Oral Roberts
17-3 14
first-place votes and 736 points. 20. New Mexico
North Carolina State, 16-0
Others receiving votes, listed
after beating Maryland and alphabetically:
Virginia, got two first-place
Brigham Young; Louisville;
ballots and 670 points.
Northern Illinois; Oregon
Making the Second Ten were State; Pennsylvania; St. JoHouston. Providence, South- seph's, Pa.; Southern Califorwestern Louisiana, St. John's of nia; Syracuse; Tulsa; VanNew York, Memphis State, derbilt; Virginia Tech.

Last Second Shot Sinks
Ragged CardinalS 81-79
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Lloyd Batts, "a super player" according to his coach,grabbed the ball and fired in a
25-foot jump shot as the clock
ran out Monday night to give
the University of Cincinnati an
81-79 win over the University of
Louisville in college basketball
at Cincinnati.
"You need a little luck to beat
the real good teams like
Louisville," said Cincinnati
Coach Gale Catlett. "But Batts
is a super player. I felt if we
could get the ball to him he'd
make the shot."
Batts said the winning shot
was "the best one I ever made
- I thought it was in there all
the way. This is great."
U of L coach Denny Crum
said, "When a guy is going the
wrong way, is off balance and
just throws the ball up and it
goes in, there's nothing you can
do about it."
The win was Cincy's 12th in
20 games and left Louisville
with a 15-6 record.
been ragged
Play had
throughout the game, with
tough man-to-man defenses
forcing 23 Louisville turnovers
and 22 floor erros for Cincinnati.
BW Butler fired in 25 points
to lead Louisville, and Allen
Murphy added 20. Bill Bunton
made 12 points, latched onto
nine rebounds, and held Cincinnati's Derrek Dickey to 12

collegiate Athletic Conference
basketball.
Wallace Dillon funneled in 25
points to lead Pikeville, now 4-6
in the league and 7-13 overall.
Raymond Joplin added 20.
Berea, now 3-9 in the conference and 6-14 overall, was led
by Chuck Bacigalupi with 14
points.
In another KIAC contest,
Georgetown downed Union 78-72
Monday night at Barbourville.
Georgetown, the conference
leader with an 8-1 record, was
led by John Owen with 23
points.
Three Union players fouled
out of the game as Georgetown
went to a 36-30 halftime lead
and never trailed. Phil Storm
threw in a game-high 24 points
to lead Union.
In a non-league game, Ted
Volpenheun dumped in 22
points to lead Thomas More to
an 89-83 overtime win over
Centre at Danville.
After the game had been tied
11 times, Centre pulled out to a
75-69 lead with a little over a
minute to play. Then Thomas
More hit on three straight baskets to push the game into
overtime.
Dave Otte added 16 points for
Thomas More and Bob Beck
contributed 15. Thomas More is
now 11-7.
Centre, now 5-14, was led by
23 points from Joe Burks. Rick
Bingham added 16.

points.
"I thought Butler and Bunton
played very good games,"
Crum said, "and Murphy was
good in spots.
"But we were ragged. That's
the trouble with playing a nonconference team in the middle
of your league schedule. We
weren't up for this one at all."
Jesse Jemison led Cincinnati
with 19 points, followed by
Batts with 16.
Louisville returns to the Missouri Valley Conference race
Thursday night, hosting Memphis State.
Eastern Kentucky University
fared better Monday night as
Charles Mitchell hit 32 points
and Dan Argabright scored 18
and grabbed 21 rebounds en
route to an 81-72 win over Virginia Tech at Richmond, Ky.
Eastern led 36-34 at the half
and expanded the margin to 6255 in the second half before Argabright went to the sidelines
with four fouls. Tech scored
eight straight points to go to its
only lead in the second half.
Then Argabright re-entered
the game and hit a five-footer
at 5:45 to put Eastern ahead
for good. F.astern's longest lead
was the final score.
Eastern's record is 10-8,
while Tech is now 13-3.
Pikeville held off a Berea rally Monday night at Pikeville to
go to a 77-61 win over the visInteritors in Kentucky

Former Colt Stars
Named To Pro
Football Hall Of Fame Conner's Performance Makes
Up For His Effort Saturday
CANTON, Ohio API - Ray:- back at the University of Pittsmond Berry and Jim Parker, burgh, but knee problems
superstars in a victorious Balti- forced him to make a change
more Colts era, were named to Detroit didn't draft him until
Pro Football's Hall of Fame to- the seventh round in 1953.
He became an immediate
day along with former Detroit
sensation at middle linebacker
linebacker Joe Schmidt.
Selections were announced by and was captain of the Lions
Dick Gallagher, director of the for nine seasons. Schmidt beshrine who said the three in- came an assistant coach in 1966
ductees represent the smallest after his retirement and was
number named in any year named head coach two years
since the Hall was initiated in later
Berry became a Dallas Cow1963.
The 275-pound Parker, gener- boy assistant after_ retiring
ally considered a prototype for from the Colts' active roster
Interior offensive linemen, was and then moved to the Univerthe heart of Baltimore's offen- sity of Arkansas before returnsive line when John Unitas was ing to the. NFL with Detroit last
firing the.ball to Berry in the week.
Berry and Parker both re19506 and early 19606.
Schmidt ''quarterbacked" the tired in 1967 and the 6-foot-3
Detroit defense from middle former lineman lives in Baltilinebacker, making All-Pro more where he operates the
eight times and eventually Parker Package Co
being named head coach of the
Lions
disappointed
Oddly, a
Schmidt resigned his coaching
SOUTH
job a month ago and his reN Carolina St 76. N Caro
placement, Don McCafferty, tine 73
Kiviturky 88. Auburn 57
named Berry as his first assistMississippi 66. Alabama 61
ant coach
Tulane..75, Sanford 70
Florida 87, Ga Tech 85, ot
Berry's great years were
S CarOlina 77, Toledo 74
1958-60 when he led the NFL in
Tennessee 72, Vanderb,lt 62
receiving for three straight seaE Kentucky Si, Va. Tech 72
LSU 84. Mess St 78
sons and the Colts won two
Jarkson,,Ile 78. Creicihton 62
championships In the famous
E Tonn 105, Appalachian 87
Centenary 86. Tex Arlington
the
overtime playoff against
67
New York Giants in 1958, Berry
UNC Charlotte 96, S Miss 86
MIDWEST
caught 12 passes for 178 yards
N III 82. BOw1,G41 Green 77
in the Colt triumph.
Nebraska 59
67.
Colorado
Parker won the 1955 Outland
84. Northwestern 77
er 62
94-ORJ.:
Trophy at Ohio State as college
00,0 St 70,-1nd,ana 69
football's No. 1 lineman and,
Oklahoma 90, Missour, 77
Cincinnati Si. Louisville 79
with Baltimore, was All-Pro
Claire 78, Stevens Point
four times at guard and four 76Eau
times at tackle.
Indiana St 81, W,s Milwaukee
Schmidt was a stocky full- 63

LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP
Jimmy Dan Conner set the
pace Monday night as Kentucky overwhelmed Auburn 8857 in a chaotic Southeastern
Conference basketball set-to.
Conner, who scored a gamehigh 27 points, directed a series
of fast breaks during the rough
contest, which saw 31 fouls
called against each team.
The effort, Connor said, was
partly to make up for his performance Saturday when Vanderbilt whipped Kentucky 83-76.
"Yes, Vandy was my worst
game of the whole season,"
said the husky 6-foot-4 guard.
"Usually, even if I was 4-for-11
in shooting I made up for it
some way-with defense of
my floor game But I let the

Cage Results

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 17. You can pi brill on your int returns
from the IRS. Free. Our average fee was about
12 dollars Tait yearilui I think you'll fed mon. comfortable coning to to. You'll know we're doing
the best we tan 10 save you money on your taxes.
After all, we want your business again, next year.

Bowling
Standings
Magic In
Bowling League

Team

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG.,
Sat Phone 753-9204
Open 9 a.m -6 p m weekdays 9am 5pm
NO APPOINTMF NT NECESSARY

57 19
ifift 28
45 31
43 33
38 38
38.,..121
3,4
341
17 49
16 60

High Team Game (sc)

790
Johnson's Grocery '
747
Trsangle Inn
741
Johnson's Gro( ery
(MC)
High Team Game
994
Trsancile Inn
-973
lehnsOn'S GFOGPTV
*965
Murray
of
Bank

High Team Series (SC)

Johnson's Grocery
Beauty School
E
Triangle Inn

2257
7109
1910

Jerry's Restaurant

7697

High Team Series (NC)
7806
lohnson's Grocery
2751
E Jell's Aiauty-srhoot
High Ind Game (SC)
Mary Harris
!Sabel Parkt
urvia DrAke
Betty Dixon
High Ind Game (HC)
Mary Harris
Isabel Parks

ianet Wakl,s
High Ind

19F
182
178
178
231
724

724

like this. Our kids were stmply
scared to death.
-It happened as soon as the
whistle.bleix," Lynn continued.
"We got 25 points out of our entire starting team."
"Kentucky could beat anybody if they played a whole
game like they did that first
half," Lynn added.

Auburn (Si)
•

618
606
598

John-n
Chrtn

High Ind Series (HC)
Katie Linn
Mary Harris
Janet Walt'

.

High Averages

M.1,fred Hodge
Marilyn chatman
Wanda Wince

165
157
155
147
144
III
141
141
140-

..

PHOENIX-The Pacific
Coast League announced it had
approved use of a designated
pinch hitter in its games this
season.
Tex.--The
ARLINGTON,
Texas Rangers of the American
League obtained left-handed
pitcher Charley Hudson from
the National League St Louis
Cardinals fOr a player to be
named later
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BOSTON STATE
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Calloway _
County
HALL McCUISTON
Recently I filed in the office of the ('alloway County Court Clerk for the office of County Judge.
I am personally acquainted with most of you. However,there are some new corners whom as yet
I have not had the opportunity to meet, and who may not know the following facts:
I am 72 years of age with no health problem. In a recent study I learned that out of the 98 U.S.
Supreme Court Judges, who served from 1789 to 1969,38 were in their LATE 70's; 7 in their 80's and
one 90.

MiT111..r
CAJON.
II

hmir

Drk,t •
Taws. Auburn

Kentucky
1- GUNN]

By THE ASSOCIAT/
LONDON ( AP
one of Britain's t
clubs, has been invii
the People's Republi
this year for a seriei
bon games
Bob Wall, the tear
manager, says Arse
trig to accept the invi
negotiations have br
because the Chine"
fused to apply for IT
In the International
of Football Assort/Ai

Clevela
Victory

CLEVELAND 1,
wasn't artistic, but
tory and the Cleve
ders were glad to gi
'This was a big I
said Crusaders'
Needham after hi
feated the Chicago
Monday night to
points ahead of thi
land Whalers in th
first-place in the E
sion of the World E
ciation
Cleveland got twt
from Gary Jame'
Wiste, and goalie f
held off Chicago's r
rally in the last tw
In the only other
Minnesota got first
from Frank Sand
Johnson and Len I

My wife, the former Wilma Calhoun Outland, and I reside on the A.B. Lassiter Road, two miles.
east of Murray.
I AM FULLY QUALIFIED BY STATE LAW TO SERVE AS COUNTY JUDGE. A degree in law
is NOT a requisite for this office. In fact, out of 120 present county judgetiii our state, 109 are NOT
attorneys.

I
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12 35 27
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9
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Naturally I will be guided by Kentucky and local laws and will apply sound reasoning to cases
thal merit sound reasoning. Also. I will continuously strive for law and order, dealing conscientiously with each case before me.
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Team To Tour

I am a member of the Murray First Baptist Church, vice-president of Retired Teachers
Association, member of The Board of Directors for senior citizens, and active in civic and
benevolent organizations.

Kentucky (88)
Conner
toy
,
Gr.
Anilrveyens
Flynn
Fillmn

SALT LAKE CITY
The two leading coach
American I3asketball
anon, preparing for
All-Star game, say the
satisfied with the way
ers are picked.
The players for the t
picked by the media.
East Coach Larry 1
tile Carolina Cougar
news conference Mc
would like to have tl
picked by the media
players in the league.
West Coach LaDell
of the Utah Stars agr
int; he felt factors ol
scoring should be cc
He said the top 19 s
among the 20 playei
for the game. He sax
have made a differenc
all performance had
sidered
Meanwhile,the cow
of their plans for the
ABA Commissioner RA
'son talked about me
the National Basketlm
anon at the league n
conjunction with the g
-I think we'll run
toon system in the fi
said Brown. "I'll go
with the starters an
other five in for th
quarter. In the sec
we'll use the people
to be having a gooC
just hope I don't
them."
"We'll try for the
tive matchups," Ande
•'I won't necessari
the two-platoon syste
the players will get a
do what we feel the
best "
carlson told a nev

I was a merchant in the city of Murray for 16 yrs.. taught school 16 y rs.. and was elected intim
Office of County Judge in May, 1965. I did not seek re-election in 1969.
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Citizens

-Gary was so tense he probably didn't even see Conner,"
said Auburn Coach Bill Lynn,
defending Redding.
The Wildcats went onto a 4621 halftime lead an continued
to build it, using pinpoint passing and accuracy from outside
Kentucky dominated both
boards and outshot Auburn
from the field as the visiting
Tigers closed the gap a bit in
the last minutes of play, with,
substitutes on the floor
Jim Andrews added 19 ar
Mike Flynn 13 for Kentucky.
Sylvester Davenport led A
burn with 11 and Robert Osb•ry contributed 10 as a subst,
tute.
The Kentucky romp could
have become costly In the second half when sophomore Ken
Grevey sprained an ankle, but
Coach Hall said the injury
didn't appear serious.
The Auburn coach said after
the trouncing, "It hurts a
young club to get embarrassed

490
489
480

TOP TWENTY TEAMS - FEBRUARY 4. 1973
1 2356789I 0-

To The

Series (SC)

-Mildred Hafge
Mary Harris
Katie Linn

BASEBALL

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

L

W.

E tell's Beauty Si hool
Johnson's Grocery
Bank of Murray
Murray Muffler Service
Triangle Inn
Murray Insurance Agency
BoOne's
Jerry's Restaurant
Tappan.
Faker Amusement

B.:fly Dixon
Mary Harris
Gayle Ennor
Linda Drake
Norma Bennett
I- Abel Parks

NsL,KEilLCOCK:

team down awfully bad Saturday "
Conner said Coach Joe Hall
had been upset after Saturday's
game, -but he said to just get
out there and try harder "
During his special effort.
Conner got into one of the most
spectacular plays of the night
after stealing the ball midwayin the first half and running
with it to hit on a layup
In hot pursuit after the steal
was frustrated Auburn freshman Gary Redding,• and the
two came together in. a ra
- spincollision that sent CoNsei
rung into the press table
Even though his layup was
good, Conner received two free
throws for a deliberate foul and
sank both
"It was a cheap shot," he
said, -I was in the air when he
pushed me. But I'm happy to
get four points on one play-if I
don't break any bones."

ABA All
Set Fo

THE CARR RATINGS

I do not care to he elected on promises that I may or may not be able to keep. Therefore, my only
promise is to be fair and honest with all, distribute county funds where most beneficial, and do the
best job possible.
I am financing my own campaign, and will not accept financial aid.
.Please consider my candidacy to be your next(7ounty Judge.

Ki s

(This ad paid for by Hall McCuiston)
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SEC Wrapup

ABA All-Siar Game
Set For Tonight

Wildcats Smash Auburn
As Conner Hits For 27

ence Monday that he expects a
SALT LAKE CITY AP
The two leading coaches in the bill to merKe the two leagues to
23
American Basketball Associ- be Introduced in Congress
"We knew we had to win this State with
By ED SHEARER
the race," said
in
ation, preparing for tonight's again Thursday.
stay
to
game
n
Mike Lederman's
Freshma
Associated Press Sports Writer
Carlson said he expects the
All-Star game, say they are not
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ON NEW 1972 DATSUNS
510

2 Doors -

4 Doors - StaHon Wagons

We bought a warehouse full of New 1972 510
Datsuns ad we're passing the savings on to our
customers.

Buy ... BELOW DEALERS COST!

Pagliai's Pizza
Phone 753-2975
510 Main Street
* Under New Management *

Free Delivery Every Evening
,

* Spaghetti
* Pizza
* Poor Boy Sandwiches
Every Tuesday(s1.29 With Salad)

SPAGHETTI SPECIAL
Open 4:00 p.m. Every Day

or,,,99;

High Ind Series (SC)
Men
‘,11
Ch.whe Haroco,.•
Cliff Cam 4.11
(5-Sn
Women
505
'Betty ni•oti
499
Hilife ir
499
r
Ihirlivii•
High Ind Series (MCI
Men
631
11.11 Folt
630
10" Pit W4'I. twister
620
non St,int.11
Women
643
'fly (001k.e
625
nr.IN.If
611
th
Butterwor
I an
- High Averages
Men
. L-J118
D.441
1113
I.m
181
C Harnr0
180
Di•Imar Brew .r
175
+. man Dixon
171
Charlie Harrirooe
170
Ron P.n ••
Women
164
Patcy,t4'ale
(52
Betty Divan
148
LaVauntin L2Itimer
148
Jody Parker
147
Boirket
141
Burlivie Brewer

Catcher Dave Duncan of the
Oakland A's made only use errors in 113 American League
games in 1973 When the World
Series opened -he was on the
bench

* All 1972 Models Must Go *

We Also Have A Complete Line1
of

1973 MODELS

ORSON
MURRAY DATSUN,Inc.
FROM MSS/IN WITH PRIDE

* OPEN EVENINGS TILL 8:00 *

South 12th Street

Phone 753-7114

If

& TIMES - Mt RH1:1-:tiTUCKy

Prices Good Wed., Thurs., Fri., Feb. 7, 8, 8 9

YOU'LL FIND THAT SPECIAL SOMETHING AT SUPER-SAVE PRICES AT BIG K!
WE HAVE A GREAT SELECTION FOR EVERYONE YOU LOVE! SHOW SOMEONE YOU CARE
WITH A GIFT FROM BIG K!
Be Her Valentine,
Give GE Appliances!

*

er

Just Because It's Valentine's
PENDANT WATCHES
A lovely pendant watch would
be sure to please this Valentines' Your choice of many
styles and colors.

GE MIXER
3 speed mixer value' Fingertip control, ideal for mixing, stirring or
whipping. Beater clips for easy storage. 3 kitchen colors.

3Compare

Compare
at 14.99
polyeste-r
pant
-To(ri
suits for the lovely lady!
A large selection of
sleeve length; fronts and
prints all with solid
pants. Sizes 12 to - 18 in
•••‘any colors.

it 4.99
Smocks to pop over
blouse* or wear alone!
1006o cotton bandana
print .wiith polka dot
front, back and pockets, white pique collar
and cuffs. Sizes 32 to
8 in red or navy.

"Hands Free" operation-position
can, press lever, let go - it shuts off
automatically.

GE STEAM IRON
Slitchei-friam steam to dry at a push
of a button. 25 steam vents for better
ironing results.

Beautiful heart-shaped pins of
many styles would always remind her of you at Valentines!

QUAD SOUND

Eidertea briefs-atter a
new kindV...kit_ luxury'
They feel feminine,
soft and light! Sizes 5,
6 and 7 in white.

STEREO TAPE- PLAYER
Straight To A Young
Girl's Heart!
SKINNY DIP
TWIN PACK

JR. DRESSES

II
I ni 64,1

•
A. 1004c polyester double knit junior
dresses are the thing! White collar
'and -cuffs with button firrn:-STiet
ta
13 in navy.

Skinny Dip gives
you a 2 °Z.' reglaar
spray cologne plus
a 2 oz. lemon spray
cologne. A dpiible
bu

B. A cute little dress fit for anywhere
Daisy lace and button trim. Sizes 5 to
13 in navy.

sharp outfit! Lace trim, button front, 2 pockets. Sizes
to 13 in navy.

5

fashionable leather n
suede sandal! Criss cross
leather vamp straps. Suede
split leather wedge heel.
Sizes to 10 in beige.

POLAROID FILM
Great for projector use
or just storage! Holds
up to 83 Of your favorite slides.

91
at
attachments, cool and heat settings.

SHAPE 'N ORY...5
PRO-COMB.

Healed comb.
Cool and heat settings.
Brush attachment.

Large Assortment of

BRACHS DERAN & BROCK

VALENTINE CANDY
$139 to $797
Froni
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Choose from our-large
assortment of blouses
for your wardrobe! Many
colors.
and
styles
Sizes 32 to 38. •

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities

This modern concept
grooming is for today's
man! Shave, manicure
massage! Shaver with
different attachments.
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Cigarette Smoke Harmful
To Mother's Unborn Child
A mother's womb is not dead in the shell showed the red
always the safe spot it should discoloration, hemorrhaging,
and blood clotting associated
be.
monoxide
carbon
In an experiment with with
pregnant rats, cigarette smoke poisoning.
Human mothers cannot be
was blown toward the animals
five times a day for a daily total used in experiments like these.
of forty minutes. This exposure But pregmant women who
simulated, at least in carbon smoke have significantly more
monoxide exposure, the intake stillbirths, spontaneous aborof a human mother smoking a tions, and pre-mature births
pack of cigarettes a day or than women who don't smoke.
slightly more. Rats give birth The more an expectant mother
after three weeks; and the day smokes, the more carbon
before expected delivery, the monoxide she absorbs into her
surgically blood stream. One study inwere
fetuses
dicates that when a pregnant
removed from the womb.
The fetuses from the woman smokes two packs a
"smoked" mothers not only day, it is the equivalent of
weighed less than those in a blocking off 40 percent of the
control group but had smaller baby's oxygen supply.
To find out more about carbon
brains.
is monoxide and cigarette smoke,
monoxide
Carbon
Kentucky
your
damaging to embryos even a— contact
like chicks—they are protected fuberculosis & Respiratory
by eggshells. At Rutgers, Dr. Disease Association. It's a
James McGrath, associate matter of life and breath.
professor of entlronmental
physiocogy, constructed an
incubator to test the effect of
carbon monoxide on hatching
chicken eggs. Into the Incubator
A total of 112 police officers
he pumped air that included a were killed while on duty last
tiny portion, less than a fraction year, according to figures re. of one percent, of carbon leased recently by the Federmonoxide. Of the eggs not ex- al Bureau of Investigation.
posed to the gas, 79 percent
The figure represents a
hatched. Of those exposed, 13 slight drop from 1971 when
percent hatched.
there were 126 police deaths in
The chick embryos found the United States.

1971 saw a drop
in police deaths

NOTICE
TVA Timber For Sale
of
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract
contimber
hardwood
marked
y
selectivel
standing,
is
taining an estimated 100,000 board feet. The timber
located in land Between the Lakes in Stewart County,
Tennessee,approximately ten miles north and west Of thg__ _
intersection of U.S. Highway 79 and4Tennesaee Highway.
49.
Sealed bias will be received by the Forest Management
Section, Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
Standard Time, February 15, 1973.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
are
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
7.00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms
the
and detailed information may be obtained from
forester in charge: Land Between the Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky, telephone number 502-924-5681
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Nude Bar Serves No
Liquor For Youths

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY 7, 1973
Look in the section in which evaluate thoroughly before
benefits
your birthday comes and find going ahead. Hidden
what your outlook is, according possible.
CAPRICORN
to the stars.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
ARIES
are
projects
Where
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e, but if
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y, make
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time
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mental horizons, too.
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1
( May 22 to June 21) 111.
/deb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Prospects for gain— should
Extremes ( a tendency now)
have brightened during the last
slow you down, make
could
few weeks. Where you were
action less efficient. Set a tempo
in
share
now
you
e,
perceptiv
commensurate with this day's
profits. Further benefits to
actual needs. Project some new
come later, so keep striving.
thinking into usual routine.
CANCER
(2)
( June 22 to July 23) 0
If investments were not too
YOU BORN TODAY are
good, that is no reason to "go for endowed with a fine intellect,
broke" now, But neither does it unusual versatility and a warm,
mean tightening up, which vibrant personality You are
disrupts healthy expansion. Let progressive in your ideas and
experience be your guide.
methods and staunch in the face
of obstacles. In fact, you
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) faCick sometimes do your best work
Gather more information under pressure or in the face of
about pending issues, and do not opposition. You love travel and
proceed if you do not have are extremely gregarious,
sufficient facts, know-how. An numbering among your friends
uneven day in spots, but you can folks from all walks of life. You
accomplish much.
are a gay and witty conVIRGO
.versationalist and extremely
hospitable. Fields in which you,
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be patient and practical in could shine . Writing, education,
devising plans; shift quickly to music, science, designing and
a different tack if the methods journalism. Birthdate of:
you are using are not really Sinclair Lewis, American
working.
author
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
A time for re-evaluating your
YOUR PERSONAL NOROSCOPR
FOR Ian For • WSW*, 14741171711
position, your attitude, your
forecast on nositn, frealfn love ista
rnarrfage send SI 03 plus TS cents In
approach to all matters.
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You may yearn for a change
-- any kind of relief from
MORE REFUGEES
monotony', but try to shake it
the installation of
Despite
off This is not a time to by-pass
traps along the
booby
lethal
responsibilities and look for
East-West German border,
•'greener fields."
the number of East Germans
who crossed the barriers rose
SAGITTARR;S
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
from 832 in 1971 to 1,245 in
Avoid making hasty decisions
1972, according to a recent renow. Keep eyes open, ears
port from Bonn's Ministry of
attuned to suggestions, but
the Interior

fri-A

41
.
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By RICHARD SALTUS
-I was really scared the first
Associated Press Writer
night," she said. "My boyfriend
GARDE:NA, Calif. I AP) — At came and watched all evening
a newly opened bar being pro- I wouldn't have had the
moted as a gathering place for courage to do it if he hadn't
teen-agers, the strongest drink
been here."
is raspberry juice - and the
A customer named Al, who
dancers are young, sexy and said he was 28 and in the buildnude.
ing business, said he liked lookBecause The Party serves no ing at the dancers because he
liquor, it is possible for a high got married at 18 and "I like to
school pupil if he is over 18) to see what other girls look like."
drop in for a glass of fruit juice
Although the club's advertison his way home and watch a ing is aimed at 18-to-21-yearnaked girl his own age doing olds, Al said he believed the
bumps and grinds.
club would appeal most to oldIt's perfeCtly legal. And, as er, married men.
manager Rocky Dugard, 5,
-With all the free sex today,
puts it, "If that's what society I don't think kids in high school
wants, that's OK with me."
or college would spend much
The Party is one of the first time in here," he said.
clubs to use this format to cir- •...r••••••Si
cumvent a recent state Supreme Court decision giving the
state Alcoholic Beverage Control Board authority to limit
nude or .seminWe entertainment in establishments holding
state liquor licenses.
If no liquor is served, the
AJIC board is not involved, and
nudity -- unless it is found by a
can flourcourt to be lewd
ish.
Moreover, a youth who can't
buy a drink in an ordinary bar
until. he is 21 can visit a juiceand-nudity place when he's 18.
The Party is a dimly lit, redcarpeted lounge dominated by
a stage that projects among the
tables. A bar runs along its
edge, where customers can sit
and watch the dancers, separated from them only by a lo,A
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A prominent sign warns.
-Refrain from putting your
hands on the girls or you will
be thrown out."
On a recent afternoon shortly
after the club's opening, a few
ranging in age
customers
fibm the early 20s to the 50s —
paid the $1 daytime cover
charge and 75 cents apiece for
a juice drink.
Twb girls alternated between
serving customers and go-go
dancing to juke-box records.
Robin, a 19-year-old who declined to identify herself further "because my parents are
what you'd call straight and
they'd be freaked out," said
she had been dancing nude only
since the previous week.
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LINCOLN CABIN--Looking much the same
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GET THESE

Price Cuts
ALSO get my

DISCOUNT
during Sears
Larry Lyles
Catalog Sales Representative

Hurry, sale ends February 10
few of the DOUBLE SAVINGS
during this big event. Ask me for our Sale
Tabloid with more details.
Total
Price
Samos
Cal
Here are just a

$50

Color TV 19-is. °:.T.7. portable S40
Chest Freezer 12.1-co ft. 35
40
6-HP Roto-Spader

45
55

45.
Large Lawn Building
once Ovifit tie-ii. dell kali 45

60
50

major purLer me help you with comp/ete details on your
conveniec.
chases. I'll arrange for installation ond
credit. For on appointment at Sears or at your home...

JUST DIAL 753-2310
TALL IMAGE- Model
appears slimmer and taller
in this floor length French
import concave mirror

Evenings 753-3.501

OG SALES MICA
1SearN SEARS CATAL
Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Soathaide

MAM

o

•

SALESMAN'S
APPRECIATION
SALE

m

m

Hours:
9-9 Mon. thru Sat
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
COUPON

HEAD & SHOULDERS
TUBE SHAMPOO

ii

2.77oz. Reg Size

Low Price

95c

9.15

Value

65's with

1973 Say-Rite Low
Discount Price

15 FREE Extra

rileat/414.
Stmilden

plastic
strips
iti

COUPON
VALUABLE COUPON 81

No connection whatever with
American National Red Cross

with this

Your Choice PLASTIC STRIPS

Large Size
SHLEaErgRe SsTiRzelPS

iJr*F:rmula

CREST
TOOTHPASTE

3-Ounce

641

ecret

Anti-Porspirant

Spray

Family Size

Good only at
Offer expires
LIMIT 1 COUPON PER

s 1.59 Value

P—+,--ArAr '24 Tablets
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_
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mil •IIMM 41Mr •
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•••
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11
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•=.•In MD•I=

MP•MN

OM•

1.11•21
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Red Cross Brand
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1973 Say-Rite
III
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38,, Adhesive Bandages
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FOOT DEODORANT
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Sine-Aid
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Sinus Headache
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ERTS satellite photos
changing U.S. maps
11) FRANK 'MACOMBER
Military -Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
The federal space agency's
Earth Resources Technology
Satellite tERTSi has been in
global orbit for little more
than five months. Yet it already is making wise men of
those who predicted this butterfly-shaped. I,965-pound
spacecraft would unlock heretofore untold secrets about the
world's surface
Especially enthusiastic
about the ERTS satellite's
achievements as it spins
around the globe along a circular, near-polar,' 570-miles
high path in space are scientists who hoped it would prove
that an unmanned spaceship
could achieve as much or
more scientific information
than craft carrying astronauts.,
After less than hall a year in
orbit, ERTS with its wide arra) of remote sensing cameras already has made believers of U.S Geological Survey
scientists They are charged
with responsibility for mappng the United States and
currently are conducting a
new study of earth's natural
resources and its environment
The amazingly sharp and
detailed photographs being
transmitted back to earth stations by the ERTS satellite
ha v e become the study's most
valuable tools

For example, says Charles
J. Robinove, Geological Survey research scientist,
photos snapped aboard ERTS
have uncovered several heretofore unknown earthquake
faults. And survey scientists
have used infrared images
from the satellite to locate
and identify new shallow water deposits in Nebraska, Ilhnom and New York state.
All this new information,
Robinove emphasizes, will
help cartographers produce
more accurate and detailed
maps of the future.
ERTS cameras were focused on the Washington,
D.C.-Baltimore, Md.-Chesapeake Bay areas and In a single day gave hydrologists an
accurate new pattern of bay
currents and the movement of
sediments which left clear
water in the bay's venter and
murky water along the
shores
"Space systems probably
never will take the place of
conventional aerial photography in the preparation of
maps," says Dr. A. P. Colvocoresses, Geological Survey
mapping research coordinator,"but the two modes effectively complement each
other and together provide
man's first real opportunity to
systematically monitor and
map the world's resources
and changing environment.
•In man) areas of the
United States," he explains,
"changes are occurring faster
6REATMA IOir EVER stEARP
Of JOE 514tAKITNIK ? HE OAS
LAST-RX/NO ['RAFT(j404CE
71-1E EIREEN 6RA65 LEAGUE
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A CHANGING WORLD

than the map maker possibly
can record them by conventional techniques Thus we
have turned to the use of images from a space-located remote sensor such as a camera
or optical scanner as a complement to the line map prepared from conventional
aerial photos."
Line maps contain names,
roads and contours, while
ERTS photos are providing
unages for maps to show water bodies,farm and forest regions, cities and even large
airports, Colvocsiresses points
out.
Even so, scientists aren't
putting all their chips on th,e
unmanned ERTS satellite or
even on its more sophisticated
successors scheduled to be
launched in the next few
years.
Walnut] D. Carter, a Geological Survey scientist working on the agency's earth resources and environmental
study, says ERTS-1 is only a
first experimental step in
looking at the world from
space
"While there still is much to
do in our study of ERTS
data," he concedes, "we are
now awaiting the launch of
Sltylab in May this year to
give us an opportunity to test
other new cameras, microwave radiometers and spectrometers in space,along with
man's durability and his role
in space-borne studies of the
earth."
S 60846 TVN
OoK
GUEST SPEAKER

BLOND1E

Can mail service
be speeded up?

•

LARGE BRICK Colonial on 42
acres in Dukedom, 42 mile highwould be a tortoise, because
way frontage, new 4" well. Write
the eagle has been ruptured."
owner, Box 155, Dukedom,
He also presents some incredible evidence of what
Tennessee 38226. February 27C
Three letters relating to the
Olirr
By SFC JERRY WORK
performance — or nonperfor- even the most charitable
mance — of the U.S. Postal
might call inefficiency.
CARD OF THANKS
Service came across the desk
''A Johnstown rural delivShedding Light
Institute of Nursing program
at
same
the
moment
the
other
ery
woman,
says,
he
"
"had a .
On The Nurse Corps
We would like to extend our
which has been very successful day.
birthday anniversary on Dec. heartfelt thanks
You don't need a lamp to join
in providing the Army with
to our many
One
arrived
from
Los Ange15. Her neighbors mailed her
Today's Army Nurse Corps. bright, talented young
friends and neighbors for their
people
les, and the postmark showed
cards
Dec.
11
and
from
12
a
And
neither
would
kind expressions of sympathy
the eager to serve those charged
it took seven days to manipubox adjacent to hers. They during the
remarkable "Lady of the with the defense of
loss of our loved one,
our nation. late the 118 miles to San
were delivered Dec. 19. That
Lamp"—Florence NightinCharlie Kenley, Jr. We deeply
The WRAIN program enables
Diego. It would be interesting
certainly is efficient service,
gale—if she were alive today. a student to receive a
to know what route and what
BS degree
Just as promised It took the appreciate the food and the many
The Army Nurse Corps is 72 at Army expense. Students
means of transportation this
Postal Service eight days to other kindnesses which helped so
this month but many things selected for this
.1:twee
of
mail
took
it
was
Indeliver
a letter three feet." much to carry us through this sad
programsabout the Corps are con- receive full tuition, free room
formation needed urgently,
He charges "irresponsible occasion. May the Lord bless and
siderably younger. The policy to and board and a monthly
requested by phone seven
management structure hous- keep each of you.
admit men, for instance, is 17 allowance of more than 8300. days earlier 1. Flying time beAlice Kenley and Family. ITP
ing a misguided idiocy that
years old and the Army Nurse Students may select the actween San Diego and Los Anhas shattered the system"
geles is 22- minutes; private
Corps is justifiably proud of the credited college of their choice
and offers another example
We wish to extend our sincere
auto driving time is two
outstanding young men who for the first two years of
worse than either the birthday
thanks and deep appreciation to
hours;
bus time is about two
now comprise almost 25 per schooling. The last two years
card or the seven-day Los An- the many friends, relatives,
and
and one-half hours: train time
cent of the Corps' membership. are spent at Walter Reed Army
geles-San Diego trip.
neighbors for the flowers, food,
about
minutes
15
more.
And,
Newer still are several Medical Center where students
"Each Christmas season," cards, and other expressi
ons of
the routes are clearly marked
he says, "I give a holiday
financial support programs for receive classroom instruct
kindness and sympathy shown us
ion
for
any
postal messenger to
party for my appointees to the during the
those interested in serving after from the University of Mary
recent illness and
see.
service schools. On Dec. 1
completing their current land School of Nursing
passing of our beloved wife,
and
The
second
piece
of
mail
mailed
invitations to all the mother,
academic schedules. One of the practical experience at Walter
and grandmother, Ars.
came from Washington.
young men but by the time of
more popular is the Army Reed.
Minnie McCuiston. We especially
Upon
graduation.
It took five days by air and
the
party
Dec.
on
26
the
inviCollegiate Program which students are commissioned
thank Dr. Hugh Houston, the
the interesting thing about it
tations had not yet arrived at
finances the last two years of First Lieutenants and serve
nurses at Fern Terrace Lodge,
is that it told of a request by
WeSt
Point I eventually telethe participant's Baccalaureate three years on active duty.
the
Murray-Calloway County
Postmaster General E. T.
phoned the men and learned
program in addition to furQuestion of the Week'
Hospital, and Westview Nursing
-Masser; to cut the per piece
invitati
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had
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renishing a monthly salary.
Is it true that all members of 'price of mail if the mailers
c-eived. For all I know, they Home, Rev. Jack Jones, Rev,
But perhaps the biggest and the Army Nurse Corps are
would pre-sort their outgoing
may still be floating around Harold Lassiter, and the exbest of all Army Nurse financial officers? And where, outside of
mail This would appear an
ceptionally thoughtful people at
the eastern seaboard .
support opportunities is the the Continental U S . do they
effort to get users' help in
the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
"One of my constituents put
WRAIN. Walter Reed Army serve?
bailing out the postal system.
Chris McCuiston
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views
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Switzerland is
for golfers, too
While most people think of
skiing when Swiss sports are
mentioned, the country has 29
gold courses, too, 18 of them
with 18 holes and one within
easy reach of every sizable
town or
.resort
The lowest coursuat Ascona
in the Italian-speaking area
Itedend• the Lakes Maggiore
and Lugano, is a mere 700 feet
above sea level, while the
highest, at St Moritz, is at
6,100 feet.
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753196 Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

BY OWNER spacious four.
bedroom brick home in Whitnell
Estates. Gas heat and central air
conditioned, concrete drive, fully
landscaped, dead end" street.
Interested? Call 753-7309.
F6C

FOR RENT

Another View0

Murray
"Coffee Break"
Service

BY OWNER: three bedroom
brick house, bath, den, kitchen,
living and utility room. All large
rooms. 175'x75' lot. Phone 7534945 or see at 205 South 16th. F7C
BRICK DUPLEX apartment
building, one block
from
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel wallS, lots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75's140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
windows. Good investment
property for only $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
stoves
and
2
electric
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 7537278.
TFNC

SERVICES OFFERED

FOR RENT

MILLVILE flgsT
blATIONAL Mf.11<

OFFICE • SHOP • STATION
Let us show you the modern, fast, easy,
most economical, trouble-free way to make
delicious brewed coffee:
'•
For ,
Demonstration
Call...

- No Plumbing Needed Mom%

Days 753-9135 - After 8:00 p.m. 753-447$

r
WILL TOP, trim and cut trees.
after 4.00 p.m.
10;x55' TRAILER, 1964 model, BELTONE FACTORY fresh Phone 753-0230
Sit-e5
extra nice. Two bedrooms, hearing aid batteries for all make FlOP
1111111alor
carpet, electric heat, washer, air hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. F7C
Meg u I
conditioned, underpinning, porch
nri
•q«1
2- 6
IS'
and step. Phone 753-9941. "
F6( CONCRETE STEPPING stones
'THE SANK OFFICIALS SAY 114E 134/1)115
TWO BEDROOM 1957, 8'x40' and concrete splash blocks.
ESCAPED
WITH $10,000 IN CASH AND AN
Murray
Lumber
Company,
104
mobile home. Good condition.
F7C
UNDETERMINED AMOUNT OF STEAM IRONS
$995.00. Air conditioner included. Maple Street.
Phone 435-4492
AND ELECTRIC TOASTERS."
F6P
NO REGRET, the best yet:
NOTICE
NOTICE
Blue Lustre cleans carpets
NICE two bedroom home newly
beautifully.
Rent electric
COMPLETE HOME
ATTENTION!
The
Red A NEEDY organization needs
decorated completely carpeted
shampooer $1.00. Big K, Belaire
Geranium in Canton is moving toys suitable for ages 4-6. If you
with new shag, central gas heat,
REMODELING
Shopping Center.
FlOC
jhfarch 1. All present inventory is have any please call 753-3230, if
nice bath, washer & dryer
one-half price. Sale hours are 10 no answer, keep trying These
NOW IN STOCK
hookup. Nice lot with shade near
FREE
CAMPER TOPPER for long
' daily.
F8C
February 21C toys will be picked up.
shopping center, school, and
wheel base truck. Phone 753-2271
ESTIMATE
hospital. Only $10,000.
F7P
after 5:00 p.m.
401101.00000001111111100111000
,
Good 4 room home on 10t acres
•
0
at Browns Grove. Nice level lot
If You
AM-FM STEREO receiver with
Candidates For Election
for Sears low Price 8 track tape player, one pair of
with 3 good outbuildings, stove &
753-0961
refrigerator included. $6,000
two way air suspension speakers.
SHERIFF
on INSTALLED
Good 4 room home on L.2 acre
Excellent condition. Less than
Please Phone
Charles D. Kemp
lot in Coldwater for only $4,250.
SEAMLESS
one year old. Phone 767-3323 after POODLE
Maurice Wilson
CLIPPING
and
Your
Good 51toom home on one acre
9:00p.m.
T.G. Alexander
TFNC grooming. Experienced. Phone
near Stella,Good well and
Billy Joe KIVA'
753-4881.
March 12C
$4.850.
JAPANESE HOLLY, Ns price
BANKAniERiCARD
Nice 2 acre building lot on Hwy. 10 percent Dismal Am Feb. Hurry out to Murray Nursery,
COUNTY
WILL KEEP elderly person in
94, near lake for only $1,600.
Mayfield Road while sale is good, my home. Phone 753-8897. . F12C
COURT CLERK
Sears Clines Sales Office
If No Results:
Galloway Insurance & Real .410.
Marvin Harris
F9P
....1
.
5atittlside Shopping, $1.00 to $3.00.
Estate Murray, Ky Phone 753Center mason&
Dorothy Phillips
JERRY's REFINISHING -&
Phone
5842.
FOC
THINKING OF first line quality 24' TRAVEL trailer. sleeps 8. Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
COUNTY JUDGE
carpet? Then check our prices. Excellent condition. $4500.00, or South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Robert 0. Miller
Before
5:00
p.m.,
Hughes Paint Store. 401 Maple will trade for large boat at same Jerry McCoy, owner. 502) 492FARM FOR SALE
Hall McClinton
F9C 8837.
TEC
Street.
March 6C value. Phone 753-7482.
743 acres. 6 miles west of
Then
(Across from MSU Library)
George Weeks
Hazel, Ky , 3 miles weSt of
FIREWOOD,$6.00 on the ground, PELLET GUN.Phone 753FRESS ESTIMATE on septi,
Crossland, Ky., On the Tenn
and
p.m.
5:30
After
and Ky . State Line S room
Phone 753-3242
214 No 15th Street
will deliver. Phone 437-4$48.
7329.
F6NC tank installation Phone 753JAILER
house,
with
bathroom,
7850.
Until 6:30 p.m.
Huel I WimpyI Jones
TFC
carport, 2 car garage, Grade
C Milkbarn, Tool Shed and
OVAL BRAIDED rugs, varied
J.D. Rogers
out buildings Lots of pulp
TWO BEDROOM furnished FOUR BEDROOM house. large
sizes and colors, 8 months to 1
FOR ALL you additionsRupert Maynard
timber. 5 17 acres tobacco
apartment, 408 North 17th Street, Fecreation room, two story. On
base with 4 tobacco barns 62
years old. Moving, quick sale.
Garvin Phillips
remodeling, residential or
acres under new fence, 60
Available Feubruary 15.. Phone lakeway water front Ideal for
Phone 753-7243.
commercial. New or old Free
nc
acres under old'fence, Year
About
Our
753-2271
after 5:00p.m.
F7P college boys. Phone 753round water supply for cattle
estimates. Call 753-6123.
CORONER
Montgomery Ward
3263.
F'13P
40 acres in permanent
10'ALUMINUM Jon boat, one
Max
E.
Mon-ts
TEC
Chestnut
;2t.i3
pasture
New well with
Aluminum
Sheets
TWO
BEDROOM
brick
year
duplex,
old.
Phone
437-4697
berlY
Max
WedneSdaY
F12C.
Churchill
watering trough for cattle
Safe.
ceramic tile bath, electric heat, UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
Lake of water stocked with
SO oercerst Oft all Returned
TV Towers
fish
Reason for sellingair conditioned Couples only. house at 1623 Olive. Phone 753Goods
TWO
PIECE
Kroehler
living
MAYOR
each
Rotors
and
Antennas
disable to work
Open till 1 ,30 PM
FEC.
$100.00
per month Phone 753-6151 =7.
room
Herbert Underwood
suite;
two
piece
John
E. Scott
At Wholesale Prices
Route 1. Hazel, Ky
or
753-6931.
FlOC
naughahyde den set, light oak
Boel
Stalls
Telephone 502491.5510
TV Service Center
TWO BEDROOM trailer at Shady
The Ledger & Times
HELP WANTED
trim, avocado green; white baby
Central Shopping Center
Oaks Trailer Court, Number 57.
FIVE
ROOM
bed with mattress and matching
house
Kirksey,
near
CITY
Murray, Ky
WANTED SOMEONE to do
103 N. 4th Street
IN KESTMENT PROPERTY three piece drawer chest; play
good well, garden spot. $35.00 per $100.00 Per month Phone 753.
PROSEcUTOR
housekeeping. Phone 753-1469
F6P
Two bedroom furnished house pen; orange swivel rocking chair.
month. Phone 7534315 days or'
Murray. KY.
''S46.
• s-Doo
Overbey
F1OC
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters after4:00p.m.
with living room, kitchen, utility Phone 753-4548.
435-6771
evenings.
F1OC
F12C
Phone 753-1916
TRAILER SPACES-Mobile
manufactured and installed by WANTED
room and bath, paneled walls
CITY JUDGE
ROUTE man for
Atkins Gutter Installation,
electric heat, storm windows and WILL FINANCE Piano: SpinetTHREE ROOM furnished cottage Home Village, near university.
Murray and surrounding area.
William B. Harris
storm doors, newly painted. console reported excellent INSURANCE: Homeowners, Murray. phone 753-8407 or 753- Preferably 24-36 years of age.
with electric heat, and air con- Water, sewer, garbage pick up
March 6C Phone Mr. Ladd at the Regal
Large lot 93'2'x140'. Now renting condition. Will guarantee arid Farmowners and Mobile Homes. E992.
ditioning. Good neighborhood, paid. Phone 753-3895 or 753CITY COUNCIL
F6C
for $100.00 per month. Priced for finance at 822.80 monthly. Write Low rates, broad coverage.
university. Utilities paid. :1482.
near
Monday
Motel,
or
ThurGerald Tatters
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
quick sale at $12.750.00. Including credit office, Joplin Piano, Excellent claim service. Check
Couples
Phone
only,
pets.
no
753sday.
-F15P
Ronald E. Jones
Installation or rework. No job too
1589.
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kit- Joplin, Mo. 64801.
F6NC BEAUTIFUI. SPACIOUS
F8P with us before you buy Galloway big or too small. Call Jim for
Valarah lee Apartments. South
Insurance
& Realty Agency.
chen table, with chairs, electric
WANTED
ASSISTANT
manager
MAGISTRATE NO. 1
estimate,436-2159.
Februar
16th. Unfurnished, modern. 2
stove, electric refrigerator. 127 ACRES bottom farm; New Phone 753-5842,
February 7C
for evening shift, 2:30-11.00 p.m.,
Wayne Flora
AUTOS FOR SALE
19NC
bedroom. Carpeted, dishwasher.
Shown by appointment only. Hollon manure spreader; break-1
six days a week. Also need part
Joe Ed Pritchett
refrigerator, stove, garbage
TRAILER
Murray,
10'x48'.
IN
table
fast
and
chairs,
six
Phone John Pasco. Jr., 753DODGE
Coronet,
roof
1966
vinyl
time
help,
two
days
per
week.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Carroll Guy
7278.
TFNC (bronze) Phone 489-2225 after two bedrooms, washing machine, Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South Men must be honest, neat and
and power steering Phone 753- disposal, air conditioned. 753-3865
or 753-4974.
P3C
5:00 p.m.
F'12P set and underpinned. Phone
9971.
F8P
13th Street. "Every day you dependable Prefer man with
MAGLSTRATE NO. 2
Mayfield 247-6107.
F7C
NEW BRICK home, near new
experience
way
drive
on
Apply
delay lets bug-4 have their
James J. Denham
high
school.
Carpeted THREE PIECE antiqued modern
1963 CHEVROLET, white con- FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
K.B. McCuistop
VP' to X Gel Service Station, 403
KIRBY VACUUM, an upright way."
throughout, entrance hall, three bedroom suite. Phone 753vertible. Excellent condition. living room, kitchen, bathroom
Sycamore
ESC
J.C.
Russell
FOC shag rug specialist that adjusts to BULLDOZER WORK,
bedrooms, two baths, living 3356.
$475.00.
Phone 753-7954 alter 5:00 with shower and bath. One or two
trucking.
all carpets. For sales and service
room, family room with
FOC bedrooms Zimmerman Apartp.m.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
MAGLSTRATE NO. 3
ment,South 16th Street, 753fireplace, kitchen with built-in 15' RICHLINE deep V aluminum phone 767-6295 or 753-0359 after topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-81:ti)
Joe
Pat
Winchester
February 19C or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
range, disposal, dishwasher, boat and 9ki H.P. Evinrude 5.00 p.m.
MAVERICK three speed, air 6609.
1970
February 27NC
T1 (
Dan Dunn
conditioned, $1300.00. Phone 753utility room with built-ins, attic niotor. Excellent condition. Both
Leann
Hale
2622 after 6:00p.m.
storage, patio, two car garage. for $450.00. Phone 436-5582. F8P !MATTRESS AND box springs for
FBP TRAII.ERS; ALSO furnished
Over 17. No experience
double bed. Phone 753-6074. F6C
apartment in Murray Phone 753:
Phone 753-4567.
F8C
WILL IX) any kind of carpenter
MAGISTRATE NO. 4
necessary Travel and
TWO SPEED Filter Flow V-12
February 7C
1970 MAVERICK, tip top con- 9957
Charles F,dward Windsor
work, large or small jobs. Phone
training expense addition. Gold color. Priced at
THREE BEDROOM house two G.E. automatic washer in good RABBITS. BREEDING age 753-7955.
Charles
Dan Saudi
March6t*
vanced. Transportation
$1200.00. Can be seen by calling TWO BEDROOM furnished
miles east of Murray. Carpeted condition. Phone 753-3302 after bucks, from proven stack. Phone..
Henry M. Young
furnished.
Earnings
F6C
F8P 753-4011.
753-4155 after 5:00 p.m.
throughout, built-in dishwasher, 5:00p.m.
F8P house with gas heat and air
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
discussed at interview.
oven and surplus units, 1'2 baths,
conditioner. Garden spot if
Plumbing
-electrical-roofing and
Compliments of
Handicapped
people
1970 GT TORINO, power wanted. Phone 753-7671.
paved drive way. city water. THREE OFFICE desks, in ex- 1971 HONDA 750cc, excellent carpentry.
1TP
Phone
753-5897
days
or
eligible also. Apply in
Phone 753-8819 between 8:00 a.m. cellent condition. Can be seen at condition, with helmets. Phone 753-7625
steering, power brakes, green
nights.
person
to:
489-2658.
Tucker
Real
F6P
Estate
or
753phone
with vinyl roof. Overall good car NEWLY DECORATED unand 8:00p.m.
F8P
Mrs. Baker
4342.
F8C
Must sacrifice at $1500.00. Phone furnished four foom apartment
MUSIC
Holiday Inn
12'x60' MOBILE home, all
753-0310.
WANT TO BUY
FOC Couple preferred. No pets. Phone
Thursday Only
electric, fully furnished with
S. 12th
Phone 753-2417
LF.GAINOTICE
753-1258 or 753-1288.
WANT TO BUY home with four
F8P
CLI
these extras, Hot Point washer
10 to 2 p.m
1972 DATSUN 240-Z, red with
or five bedrooms, prefer in town NOTICE OF EXAMINATION
Pianos
-Organs
Parents welcome at inand dryer, two door refrigerator,
white interior. Low mileage NEW TWO Bedroom unfurnished
See why more people buy
location. Would need occupancy
FOR CANDIDATES FOR
terview.
deltike range, air conditioned,
Wurlitzer than any other
Phone 753-5005 or 753-9835 after duplex,
fully carpeted,
in June. Phone 753-7231 or 762WEDNESDAY'S
piano, sales-Service Rental
PROPERTY VALUATION
and storm windows. Phone 7535.00 p.m.
,
F12C refrigerator and stove, one block
purchase Practice piano and
6341.
PI,ATE LUNCH
F6C
ADMINISTRATOR
9335.
F6P
studios J & B Music Center,
from shopping center. Also one
AVON HELPS make dreams
$120
The Department of Revenue
Murray. KY. 753-7575
bedroom unfurnished apartment
come true' Need extra cash for a Served from 10 a m
7 P.m
will conduct an examination for HOMELITE CHAIN saws.
'2.block from university. Phone
WANT TO BUY. used medium candidates for the office of
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE
outfit?
dishwasher?
•
Easter
An
--.1 MeatsWaldrop Sass and Lock Shop, 207
753-9135 or 753-4478
PIANO TUNING and Repair Color TV? Find out how easy it is
F12C
size refrigerator and apartment property valuation administrator
Baked Turkey & Dressing
South 7th Street. February 20C
Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered to make money in your spare
size electric range Phone 753Italian Steak
in the counties in the First
BY OWNER; home in most
craftsman Piano Technician time, as an Avon RepresenF8C Congressional
5865 or 753-5108.
District --- at TWO BEDROOM mobile home
Roast Beef
desirable section of Murray, FURNISHED BASEMENT
Guild.
TFC
tative. Call: 443-3366, Collect.
Madisonville, Kentucky, (ll'x40'), extra clean, air conVegetables
consisting of 3150 square feet of apartment, nice and clean, one
March' 1 2 C
Madisonville Area Vocational ditionirig, electric heat, newly
Cranberry
Salad
living space, including four bedroom, private entrance.
WANT TO BUY: vinyl couch with
Price
inside.
School (inqt(Ire at school office) redecorated
Cream Potatoes Green Beans bedrooms, two baths, central air Couples
or without chair; twin mattress
preferred. Utilities paid.
PEST CONTROL
F7C
at 9:30 0.m. (Local Time); and $1100.00. Phone 436-2448.
„Cream style Corn
Music Lessons
and gas heat, fireplace, formal $65.00 per month. Phone 753and springs; bunk bed set Or
of
,teachers
Professional
Tilghman
Kentucky,
Paducah,
living room, dining rcitim, double 1739.
UNIVERSITY INN
small roll away bed. Must be
•
FSC
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
Piano, organ. voice, guitar
Vocational
gchool,
Area
garage, shop and laundry room.
accordion, drums and band
RESTAURANT
reasonable. Phone 753-4487
$15.00.
No
guarantee.
month
Six
51;4.111U
ost
Vocational Bldg., at 10:00 a.m. 34
instruments .1 & El MUSIC
between 900 a.m. and 9:00
Free Parking for Customers Beautiful landscaped yard, THREE DOOR clean-mishap...for monthly contract required
753
Center, Murray. Ky
Tuesday, new. rylsailfa
Time),
(Local
fenced. Phone 753-0391 or after rent immediately. Phone 753p.m.
7575
Exterminating,
Superior
ComF8C February 20,1973.
16th &Olive
F6C
753-4421
11C 5.
5 • 00 p m 753-8182.
FlOC 4763.
112C pany. Phone 753-7266.
115C
• FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

Call 753-2310 Ar

NEW!!

Tuxedo Rental

Bill Houghton

Miss Your Paper

ALUMINUM
(UTTERING

by

Papor Carrier

THE
COLLEGE
SHOP

Hest
'

753-1916

753-7278

25

JOB
OPENINGS

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

1

ent

753-1916

••4ihp••••••••••••••••••••

REAL ESTATE

CALL

old

Call
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E. Q. Gunter
Passes Away
At Age 60
Edwin Q. Gunter, age 60, a
native of Crossland, former
Paducah football and basketball coach and assistant prinSchool.
cipal of TilghniansHigh,
Paducah, died Sunday at seven
p.m. at Graham Nursing Home
following a lengthy illness.
The Crossland native was the
victim of Alzheimer's diseasea cerebral malfunction-that
forced him into retirement in
1966. He was a graduate of
Murray State College where he
played four years of football
and served as president of his
senior class and president of the
Club. In 1946 he received
his masters degree from
Columbia University.

White House Official Says
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Chance Of Recovery 'Grave

Stennis Worse Today
Following Operation

Nixon Administration
Wants Less TV Control

Mrs. Outland
Dies Monday
At Hospital
Mrs. W.P.(Nellie) Outland of
Murray Route Five succumbed
Monday at 3:20 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway Cfunty
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was a member
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. She and her husband,
who survives, were married
August 27, 1911, in Stewart
County, Tenn. Born January 17,
1889, in Stewart County she was
the daughterr of the late I.imuel
Sills and Virginia Spieeland
Sills.
MTh. Outland was preceded in
death by two sons, Elbert who
died in 1966 and Goddfrey who
was killed in action in Italy in
World War II.
Survivors are her husband.
W.P. Outland; three daughters,
Mrs. WM. iJuddl Crutcher of
Murray Roue Six, Mrs. Am"
Klein of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. John
R. ( Opal Crutcher of Humboldt, Tenn., and Mrs. J.C.
Robbie) Moody of Murray
Route Five; five sons, Earl
Hamilton,
Outland, 1623
Murray, Sam Outland, 105
South llth Street; Murray, John
W.
Outland of Jonesboro,
Tenn., Gilbert Outland of
Chicago, III , and Russell
Outland, serving with the U.S.
Navy at Charleston, S.C.
Mrs. Outland is also survived
by' two sisters, Mrs. Corche
Garland of Paducah and Mrs
Fannie Outland of Dover,
Tenn, two brothers, Elmer
Sills of Hopkinsville and Riley
Sills of Sy-rnsonia; twenty-seven
grandchildren including Mrs.
Dale Spann and Wylie Outland
of Murray, Mrs. Doris Jones of
Edward
Hopkinsville. Mrs.
Moreland of Mayfield, Harold
Crutcher with the State Police
at D15, Ride, thirty-three great grandchildrenThe funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m_ at the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with Rev. Roy Gibson, Res'
R.J. Burpoe, and Rev. Jack
Jones officiating.
Interment will be in the Hicks
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements' by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.

half hour with President Nixon .
WASHING1ON
Al-' tThe factor in ins favor, but Stennis'
Monday.
condition of Sen. John C. condition was listed throughout
"The bill,"..Whitehead wrote,
Stennis worsened following new the week as very serious, the
"would add no new burden, imsurgery
today and a hospital hospital's designation for its
pose no new obligation, or respokesman said his chance of most gravely ill patients.
quire no new affirmative showrecovery
"is considered
Stennis has been conscious
ings on the part of any licensgrave."
The
senator
was
shot
during
much of the time and he
ee."
twice in a holdup a week ago.
was moved from intensive care
Whitehead first disclosed the
The 71-year-old Mississippi into the hospital's Presidential
legislation in a Dec. 18 speech
Democrat was in the operating Suite on Sunday. He was grantin Indianapolis, in which he
room at Walter Reed Army' ed a request to wear hi own
said:
Medical Center for 45 minutes pajamas.
netand
managers
"Station
after doctors suspected a blockBat the hospital said a
work officials who fail to act to
age had developed in his small change in his condition occorrect imbalance or consistent
intestine, said hospttal spokes- curred overnight.
bias from the networks-or who
man Maj Frank Garland
acquiesce by silence-can only
He said that while no blockbe considered willing particiage
was found, "this additional
accountpants to be held fully
surgery has resulted in a worGunter coached at Fulton
able by the broadcasters comsening" of Stennis' condition.
High School and Franklin
munity at license-renewal
"He
remains very seriously ill
_
Junior High School at Paducah
time." _
and the prognosis is considered Federal State Market News
before joining the Tilglunan
The speech touched off a magrave," Garland added at a 6 Service February 6, 1973
coachillfg staff. He was a
jor controversy over control of
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
a.m.
EST, news briefing
member o: the Aldersgate
industry.
White,
the broadcast
NEW ORLEANS AP
Market Report Includes 9
The
next
briefing
was
schedChurch,
Methodist
United
Lindy Boggs is a strong favor- head sent his letter of elaboraBuying Stations
uled at 3 p.m.
American Numismatist ite to defeat Republican Robert tion to Mark Evans, vice presiStennis' wife, Coy, and his Receipts: Act. 725 Est. 800
Association, several
E. Lee next month in the spe- dent of Metromedia Inc. and
son,
John Hampton Stennis, Barrows and Gilts 25 cents to
the
and
groups,
educational
cial election to fill her hus- chairman of an NAB task
and daughter, Mrs. Margaret mostly 50 cents higher Sows
Kentucky Center for
West
Evans
wrote
him
force,
after
band's vacant House seat.
COMING DOWN-With smoke from explosives shrouding its Syme, were at the hospital dur- mostly steady
Handicapped Children.
The wife of missing Rep. asking for clarification of adwife,
his
by
survived
base.
the 210-foot toaer of the Reform Protestant Church in Wil, ing the night. Members of his US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 34.50-35.00
He is
Hale Boggs won an easy victo- ministration views.
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 33.75-34.50
staff also were present.
Switzerland, crashes to earth recently, The area is being cleared
Mrs. Ruth Pickard Gunter, ry Saturday in a special DemoWhitehead contended that the
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 33.25-33.75
Stennis
is
chairman
of
the
for
a
nem
building
dean of women at Paducah cratic primary
nothproposed bill "would add
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 32.50-33.25
Senate
Armed
Services
ComAP
la
irephoto
Tilghman High School and head
She received 41,181 votes. Her ing to broadcasters' present obmittee and one of the most in- Sows
of the Drill Corps there, one closest rival, 39-year-old real ligations to be responsible for
fluential members of the Con- US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 27.50-28.50
Edwina
Mrs.
daughter,
estate broker Harwood Koppel, all the programming presented
gress. First elected to the Sen- few 28.75
Fla.;
Beach,
Vero
of
Madison
received 11,954. Three other or carried by the station, reate in 1947, he ranks seventh in US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 26.50-2750
one sister, Mrs. Lex Moore of candidates had less than 3,000 gardless of the source." He
seniority among the 100 sena- US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 25.50-26.50
Paducah
added'
(Continued from Page 1
votes
few at 25.00
tors.
Funeral services will be held
"Neither OTP nor the White
Boggs, 58, had served in the
tween $50,000 and $100,000 each
Boars 22.00-25.50
today at 330 p.m at the House 28 years and was Demo- House has any power to effect
He was shot twice in front of
in back pay and allowances.
Aldersgate United Methodist cratic leader when the airplane the grant or denial of any
Another 247 men have frofn his home last Tuesday evening
Church, Paducah, with Rev. carrying him and three others broadcast license. And we have
$25,000
to $50,000 to their credit. by two male teen-agers after
Herman Choate and Rev. O.K. disappeared last Oct. 16 on a no intent or desire to influence
Similar information was not they robbed him of his wallet
Mrs. Mavis Morris of 812
Vick officiating Burial will be flight from Anchorage. Alaska, in any way the grants or deOlive Street, Murray, suc- available from the other serv- and wristwatch. Police said
in the Maplelawn Cemetery to Juneau
nials of licenses by the FCC."
this morning at 4.30 at ices, but their POW accounts Stennis offered no resistance in
cumbed
there.
Whitehead said his December
the
Westview
Nursing Home. should parallel the Air Force's. the robbery, but the youths despeech was intended to remind
In general, officials said, the cided to shoot him anyway.
was
93
years
of age and her
She
'broadcast licensees of their re.system works this way :
The FBI and pohce naVe
sponsibility "to correct faults death followed an extended
-"Alter a married Man Is cap- arrested any suspects:.. that are not and should not. illness
The Murray woman was tured or becomes missing, his
reachable"
by
government
be
conscious
who
stayed
Stennis,
raised
the
has
Morris
Inc
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP)-Philip
preceded in death by her service automatically deducts
Kirk A Pool, retired Murray
and walked 50 feet into his
wholesale price of its cigarettes by 20 cents per thousand, a move regulation
husband, Hardin Morns, and 10 per cent from his monthly
house after the shooting, under- business man, died this rnorexpected to boost retail prices one cent per pack or 10 cents per
one daughter, Mrs. Margaret pay and allowances and sends
went 6,2 hours of emergency rung at three o'clock at the
carton.
• • •
Ruth Boaz. She was a member the balance to his wife.
Baptist Memorial Hospital.
surgery at the medical center
The company cited rising tobacco and labor costs in announcing
of the First Baptist Church.
ontinued from Page It
The 10 per cent is placed in
Memphis, Tenn., where he had
the price increase Monday.
A hospital spokesman said been a patient since Sunday
Born May 23, 1879, in Calloway his account under the UniReynolds
R.J
Inc
,
Brands
American
spokesmen
for
While
Murray is ranked 150 from top County, she was the daughter of formed Services Savings Depos- his general good health was a after being transferred by
Industries Inc and Liggett & Myers Inc. said their companies and Calloway is ranked 178 as the late William Stanley
it system.
ambulance from the Murrayplanned no price hikes, a Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. far as expenditure per pupil
Houston and Martha Lassiter
Calloway County Hospital.
is
taken
10
per
cent
At
least
spokesman said, "we're studying the situation
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LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP)-Murder charges brought against
wife, Carolyn. and one great possible for his entire pay and
Calloway County was $340.91 in
sporting
goods retail business
Alex Arnold Jr. in an 11-year-old crime have been dismissed in
Meanwhile Viet Cons( peace- for about thirty years. He was a
1966-67 and $415.64 in 1970-71 for granddaughter, Sarah allowances to be put into a
Fayette Circuit Court.
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alunless
U.SSD
account,
keeping teams joined North member of the First Christian
increase of 26.68 per cent. Elizabeth Boaz, Murray Route
Arnold was tried in 1966 on a charge of murdering Betty Gail an
Murray was Three; two sisters, Miss Ruth lotted part of his monthly in- Vietnamese, South Vietnamese Church
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and American observers of the
1966-67 and $466 84 in
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Walter E. Shackelford, Jr ,
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for
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been strangled,
Texas, one brother, Stanley
When the U.S. POWs reach mission at regional field sites January 29, 1900. in Calloway Monday morning at his home in
Houston of Dallas, Texas!'
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hospitals in the United States, for the first time. American County and was the son of the Macon, Ga He suffered from a
,The jury in Arnold's 1966 trial was unable to reach a verdict,
Funeral services will be they will be given forms to ap- helicopters flew teams of five late Frank Pool and Emma
however, and no further evidence has been brought fourth Arnold teachers for Calloway was $5166
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conducted
Wednesday at one ply for the special $5-a-day
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for
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and
1966-67
for
the
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his wife, Mrs_ Ruby' K. Pool, 807 Mrs I,ela Shackelfor, 1503
Commonwealth's Atty Pat Molloy recommended Monday's of 72.77 per
Rev. Roy Gibson officiating.
the seven regional headquar- Olive Street, Murray; one son,
dismissal of the charge against Arnold, noting that Betty Dai4s ranking 141. The same for
Cardinal Drive, Murray, and
The Foreign Claims Settle- ters
Interment will be in the
Murray City Schools was $5521
Frank A. Pool and his wife, the late W.F. Shackelford, local
parents concurred with the action.
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ment
Murray
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with
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for 1966-67 and $7136 for the year
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U.S. C130 transports contin- Maxine,
to pay former war prisoners
1970-71 for an increase of 29.25 arrangements by the J.H
Murray; one sister, Miss Clotile of J Shackelford of Murray
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daily
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Churchill Funeral Home where who were poorly fed and ued
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-Committees will be set up in each per cent and a ranking 124.
Pool, South 6th Street, Murray,
The deceased was a graduate
worked against their will while Hanoi and Saigon, bringing
friends may call.
Kentucky county to screen applicants for more than $300,000 to be
two grandchildren. Another of Murray' State University and
personnel
Vietnamese
North
hands
enemy
-•in
offered to farm youths for student loans under an agreement
In the Calloway County
sister, Miss Voline Pool, is was associated with an
and equipment to the Joint Mil— signed by Gov Wendell Ford
School District per capita
deceased.
enginnering firm at Macon, Ga
headquaritary Commission
The agreement between the state and the Farmers Home personal income rose 24.36 per
Dr. David Roos will conduct He is survived by his wife, Mrs
proStates
is
United
The
ters.
for
available
Administration, signed Monday by Ford, will make
cent from $1769 to $2200 for the
viding virtually all the aircraft the funeral services on Thur- Jean Shackelford of Macon,
the loans money acCrued from Kentucky's share of the Rural years mentioned for a ranking
for the joint commission's oper- sday at 10:30 a.m. at the chapel Ga , and his mother, Mrs. Lela
Rehabilitation Corporation Act of 1950. The funds were released to of 155
of the J.H. Churchill Funeral Shackelford of Murray who was
ations
he used by the state in 1970
Home.
visiting her son and wife at the
commission
international
An
The sum of $364,688 is now in the fund and will be a-VA-Habit
The same for Murray was
Interment will follow in the time of his death.
team was kept out of Quang Tri
immediatey, and an additional $401,872 will be returned later $1769 as opposed to $2200 for an
Funeral services for Mrs
Funeral services will be held
City, in South Vietnam's north- Murray Cemetery with the
from FHA insured farm ownership loans_
increase of 24.36 per cent and Mary Ella Garland, age 101.
•••
province, by' an artil- arrangements by the J.H. Thursday afternoon at Hart's
ernmost
the same ranking, or exactly will be held today at 2.30 p.m. al
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API - lery' duel on its first day in the Churchill Funeral Home where Funeral Home, Macon, Ga.."
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP -Only two of Kentucky's burley the same as that for Calloway. the Sugar Creek Baptist
friends may call after six pin with burial to follow in a
Gov.
Wendell Ford is scheduled field
selling
farmers
with
Monday,
active
remained
tobacco markets
Church, where she was a
today Tuesday:
cemetery' there
national
on
proposed
to
testify
2,382,889 pounds of tobacco for an average of $79.30 per hundred
The KEA comments that for member, with Rev. Otis Jones
The Saigon command reportpounds, the state Agriculture Department reported.
the school districts as a whole and Rev. Gerald Owen of- land-use legislation this after- ed 120 Communist cease-fire
noon before the Senate Interior
The market of Lexington reported sales of 1,611,0/3 pounds of there appears to be little ficiating.
violations during the 24-hour
Committee in Washington, the
burley for an average of $80.13 per hundredweight while 749,866 correlation between per capita
period ending at 6 a.m and
Pallbearers will be W.(
pounds were sold at Carrollton for an average of $77.48 per personal income and per-pupil Garland, Leslie Boyce Houston, governor's press secretary has said this raised the total to
said.
hundred_
JAKARTA API-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew flew in to
expenditures and teacher Donald
1,776.
Houston,
Frank
The press secretary., Thomas
Jakarta
today after meeting in Singapore with Prime Minister
Two markets held dark tobacco sales Monday. Mayfield salary increases
Houston, Ray Henderson, and
In Laos, Premier Souvanna
Preston, said one reason Ford
reported selling 296,822 pounds of Western fire-cured 23 for -en
Lee Kuan Yew during his tour of Southeast Asiainnations in the
Jerry Joseph.
with
the
privately
was invited to testify is that he Photuna met
average price or $52.44 per hundred pounds. At Hopkinsville.
wake of the Vietnam cease-fire
The rankings are according to
Burial will be in the Eirr.•
recently was made vice chair- top-ranking Pathet Lao leader
436,708 pounds of Eastern fire-cured dark leaf were reported sold per cent change in the five year Grove Cemetery
Atter his Indonesian stop, Agnew will continue on to Malaysia
with the man of the National Governors in Vientiane, Phoumi Vongvifor an average of $54.13 per hundredweight.
and the Philippines.
period.
arrangements
11
,
the
Max
reports
of
a
more
,
Conference's Committee on chit, amid
Agnew was greeted on his arr:ival here by President Suharto
Churchill Funeral Howe.
Natural BesotYrees arid the En- stepped-up offensive by 'Pathet
and U. S. Ambassador Francis J. Galbraith.
Girl says: "I'll marry you
Mrs. Garland died Sunday at
Lao And North Vietnamese
vironment "The end of the war in Vietnam should mean that more atHarry, but you must uhderstand 11:50 a.m. at the
Murraforces
in at least three areas.
will
center
on
The
discussion
tention ran now be focused on the economic and social problems
a
vegetarian".
one thing I'm
Calloway County Hospital. She
of the region," Agnew Said as he left Singapore
He says -That's ok hen, you go and her husband, Luther I,. the relative roles of state and
Phtituni is the NO. 3 Man in
He said his talks with lee "covered a wide range of subjects.
to your church and I'll go to Garland who died April 9, 1964, national governments in land- the Pathet Lao. He arrived
use controls, the possibility of from Hanoi
including current developments and the future of Southeast
London Al' THE U.S dollar was tut by a massive selling mine."
were married February 18,
Saturday. No inforinterstate compacts for the pur- mation
Asia.•• He described them as "very fruitful and candid."
was available on what
wave at the opening of European foreign exchanges today, and
1903. She was born May 30, 1871,
pose, and the probably costs of he and
state banks bought heavily to support the American currency.
in Calloway County and was the
Prince Souvanna said to
land-use planning, Preston said. each
WASHINGTON I APi-- Stanley S. Scott, a former Tennes.set•. other.
The dollar opened at its floor level of 3.1500 marks in Frankfurt
daughter of the late Francis
He said the testimony is not
newSthati, has basome the top-rimking black man in the Sion
Military sources said North
and the West German Bundesbank was reported to have bought $1
Dowen Travis and Martha Jane
expected to deal with specific
administration With his appointment as.the President's liaison
Vietnamese troops were spearbillion in the first hour of trading.
Robb Travis.
land-use topics such as strip- heading an
with minority croups.
Survivors are one daughter,
attack in southern
WASHINGTON (AP)- Four
miningThe White House said Monday that Scott. will replace Bob
Laos adjacent to th'e Ho C3ii
.
• Armed- guards went on- duty at some airports around the U.S. Navy minesweepers were Mrs. Elorence Houston, Murray
Gov. Ford plans to return to
Brown as special assistant to the President. Brown, also a black,
country today, but were withheld at others following an injuction
ordered today to begin clearing Route Three; five grand- Frankfort later in the after- Minh trail and around the Mehas returned to 'private life.
kong River _town of Thakhek.
that delays new antihijack measures.
an anchorage 35 miles off children; Leslie Boyce HOuston,
Preston said.
Scotts a former assistant to Herb Klein, the White House chief
They said government' forces
Haiphong harbor to serve as a Donald S. Houston, Walter C. noon.
The Senate Interior Com- were
of comdiunications.
•
0..'
A federal judge in Washington ordered ii-10•
engaged in fierce fighting
-ciay delay in en- base of' operations for later Garland, Mrs. Lavene
-41Per •
mittee is headed by Sen. Henry with
forcement of the new security regulations Monday after the sweeping of mines from North derson, and Mrs. Mary Lou
about a battalion of North
Jackson of Washington. '
SANTIAGO AP)Poet Pablo Neruda, winner of the Nobel Prize
Federal Aviation Administration had refused to extend the Vietnamese ports.
Vietnamese six miles east of
Joseph; six great grandfor literature in 1971, has resigned as Chile's ambassador to
the town.
deadline for compliance with the new rules.
The first step in the mine children, Sandra and Dwaine
_
- The U.S. Pacific Commarstin- -..'ranee.
•
clearing process followed a Henderson„ Dana and Derek Nis•f1:4$4
.
President Salvadore Allende annouWeed Monday night rt
FAJRFIELD, Calif. ( AP) --Juan V. Corona has begun serving meeting Monday in Haiphong Robertson, Donald K. Houston,
Honolulu said American B52s
aTla•
-taw ol %lab:Oita
1 1'1
Nreuda, 68, is stepping doyen from' the Paris post effective
25 consecutive life prison terms for the slaughter of 25 farm between senior military repre- and Cheryl Carver; one niece„ bw.
awl fighterlbombers kept up
44%41/141..,-244wy
Wednesday' begnme of poor health. workers found two years aga. Sentencing in the largest muss sentatives of the United States Mrs. Flora Hale; three cousins,
operations in Laos Monday at
•._ Allende said Neruda. who has been in Chile for the past several
murder trial in U.S. history came after the judge rejected defense and North Vietnam on min- Orville Robb, Mrs. Lady Cobbi t . 14,14tittir
%hitamui arnt the request of the Laotian goi,
months,advised him he wished to remain in Chile.
Siair..of 1101
and Mrs. Ltzzie Joiner.
motions for a new trial on charges of jury tampering Monday.
esweeping operations.
ernment
WASHINGTON ( AP -- A
White House official says the
Nixon_ administration wants
less government regulation of
television-not the censorship
he said critics accuse the administration of seeking.
Clay T. Whitehead, director
of President Nixon's Office of
Policy,
Telecommunications
elaborated on the administration's proposed television license-renewal legislation in a
Jan 26 letter to a National Association of Broadcasters task
force.
Release of the letter came
after Whitehead conferred for a
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